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PREFACE

Iraq Reconstruction: Lessons in Program and Project Management is the third and final Report of the Special Inspector General for Iraq Reconstruction’s (SIGIR) Lessons Learned Initiative (LLI). Begun in September 2004, the LLI focused on three areas of the U.S. relief and reconstruction effort in Iraq:

- human capital management
- contracting and procurement
- program and project management

The LLI has sought to capture the key lessons learned from the Iraq reconstruction experience and to recommend systemic adjustments within the U.S. government aimed at promoting improved capacity and preparedness for future post-conflict relief and reconstruction operations.

The first LLI Report, Iraq Reconstruction: Lessons in Human Capital Management, was released in early 2006. SIGIR published its second Report, Iraq Reconstruction: Lessons in Contracting and Procurement, in August 2006. The collected observations of these two Reports amplified the need for targeted reform of U.S. contingency relief and reconstruction planning. Significantly, the U.S. government has responded to a number of issues raised in both of these Reports.¹

For this Report, SIGIR reviewed all relevant documents and conducted extensive interviews with those possessing direct experience managing programs and projects in Iraq. On April 12, 2006, SIGIR presented the findings of this research to a panel of 27 experts, who participated in a day-long conference at the National Defense University in Washington, D.C. The participants, who are listed at the end of this Report, examined and discussed SIGIR’s initial findings,
and the Report’s subsequent direction was shaped largely by their collective insight.

Thousands of talented and dedicated men and women worked long hours under challenging and often dangerous circumstances to manage and execute the Iraq reconstruction program. They developed, in a very short period of time, a relief and reconstruction endeavor of unprecedented complexity and magnitude. The findings in this Report are intended neither to diminish their individual efforts nor to question their collective commitment. Rather, SIGIR has sought to factually review the evolution of program and project management in Iraq and to derive constructive lessons learned. Learning from the Iraq experience will improve the U.S. government’s capacity to execute future relief and reconstruction operations in contingency environments.

OVERVIEW

The operation and management of U.S. relief and reconstruction efforts in Iraq was characterized by continual change. Three successive organizations bore responsibility for providing the program with strategic oversight and tactical direction: the Office of Reconstruction and Humanitarian Assistance (ORHA), the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA), and the U.S. Mission-Iraq.

ORHA and CPA—both under the aegis of the Department of Defense (DoD)—were dissolved within 14 months of the conclusion of the 2003 invasion of Iraq. The U.S. Mission-Iraq—under the Department of State (DoS)—assumed oversight of the program at the end of June 2004. Each responsible entity developed successive
reconstruction strategies responsive to the evolving environment it faced in Iraq.

ORHA emphasized planning for what was expected to be a relatively short-term relief and reconstruction endeavor, developing strategies to ameliorate expected humanitarian crises and potential disasters, such as oil-field fires. ORHA’s small reconstruction component intended to restore essential services rapidly back to pre-war levels. Its inchoate operations, however, were superseded by the advent of CPA in April 2003.

Concurrently, in April 2003, the Congress created the Iraq Relief and Reconstruction Fund (IRRF 1), appropriating $2.475 billion, the preponderance of which was allocated to the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID). The scope and amount of IRRF 1 reflected what many expected the post-invasion situation in Iraq to require: rapid relief efforts, minimal reconstruction, and some stimulus for basic economic development. Moreover, the Administration expected that Iraqi oil revenue would be a primary source for reconstruction funds.

The initial plan anticipated that, within 12 to 18 months, Iraq would assume complete sovereignty, including full responsibility for relief and reconstruction efforts. These optimistic projections presumed that Iraq would promptly take on the oversight of most programs and projects, except oil restoration, which would receive continuing support from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) under the Task Force Restore Iraqi Oil (RIO) program.

The events of summer 2003, however, substantially altered the U.S. strategy in Iraq, including its approach to relief and reconstruction. The virtual collapse of Iraq’s governing structures, the recognition that Iraq’s infrastructure was severely dilapidated, and the rise in insurgent attacks forced ORHA’s successor organization, CPA,
to conclude that the relief and reconstruction effort anticipated by IRRF 1 would need to be greatly expanded. In addition, the breakdown in Iraq’s oil production and export systems meant that oil revenue would not be sufficient to fund the program.

CPA thus requested a much larger supplemental appropriation than the Congress had provided in the IRRF 1. In November 2003, the Congress appropriated $18.4 billion for the new program, IRRF 2, which, pursuant to CPA’s strategic plan, emphasized large-scale infrastructure projects. To oversee this revised and expanded program, CPA created a new management entity: the Program Management Office (PMO). By March 2004, 12 major contractors had won competitively bid, large contracts to design and build projects in six infrastructure sectors. To support PMO’s management of these contractors, seven private-sector program management contractors were engaged. USACE partnered with PMO in this process, providing construction management and oversight. USAID’s influence correspondingly diminished during this period.

On June 28, 2004, the United States transferred sovereignty to the Iraqi Interim Government (IIG). The U.S. Mission-Iraq concomitantly took the lead in reconstruction management, and the Iraq Reconstruction Management Office (IRMO) was created under DoS to assume responsibility for the strategic direction of the reconstruction effort. The change to DoS leadership led to another shift in reconstruction emphasis. Capital-intensive infrastructure projects, funded by the bulk of the IRRF 2, were given less prominence. And the worsening security situation required substantial funding to be shifted to support the Iraqi Security Forces. USAID, which had a diminished voice during CPA’s tenure, regained prominence. And PMO became the Project and Contracting Office (PCO), which continued oversight of most construction projects. USACE’s Gulf
Region Division (GRD) increased its management presence and eventually absorbed PCO.

**Key Questions**

In this Report, SIGIR explores five key questions about program and project management:

- How did the original reconstruction planning efforts affect the ability of managers to oversee the execution of the initial relief and reconstruction projects?
- How was CPA’s PMO structured, and what were the advantages and disadvantages associated with this model?
- What were the causes and effects of the reconstruction delays in fall 2003 and winter 2004?
- How did managers meet the challenge of constant change—particularly the reprogramming that occurred during the summer and fall of 2004?
- What were the key execution issues relating to managing subcontractors and Iraqi firms, cost controls for U.S. and non-U.S. funds, and implementing performance metrics and capacity-development initiatives?

This Report is organized into three sections:

**Pre-ORHA through Early CPA (Fall 2002 to August 2003)—Initiating the Program:** Section one provides an overview of the planning environment, which had a direct effect on the capacity of program managers to execute and control reconstruction projects.

**The Later CPA Period (August 2003 to June 2004)—Re-initiating the Program:** Section two analyzes PMO and the delays in executing reconstruction projects during this period.
U.S. Mission/Iraqi Government (July 2004 to Present)—

**Executing and Controlling the Program**: Section three focuses on the three program realignments and their effect on the execution of the reconstruction program. This section also discusses the management of reconstruction projects, including performance management, cost and quality control, and capacity development.

**A Note on Scope and Methodology**

To define program and project management, this Report uses the Project Management Institute’s (PMI) definition of these terms:

- A *project* is a “temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product of service.”
- A *program* is a “group of related projects managed in a coordinated way.”

This Report also uses PMI’s five phases of program and project management: initiating, planning, executing, controlling, and closing. Within these phases, key components of project management—including scope, time, cost, quality, people, communication, and risk—are discussed.³

The development of contracting plans and the solicitation of contract awards are explained in *Iraq Reconstruction: Lessons in Contracting and Procurement*. Workforce planning, recruitment, and continuity of staff are discussed in SIGIR’s first Lessons Learned Report, *Iraq Reconstruction: Lessons in Human Capital Management*.

This Report describes the management and execution of IRRF, seized, vested, and DFI funds. It does not directly discuss the management of other funding streams, including the Economic Support Fund and the Iraq Security Forces Fund.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Program management in Iraq grew increasingly complex from 2003 to 2007, ultimately involving hundreds of contractors and thousands of projects. The reconstruction effort required, but did not initially receive, consistent and effective oversight. U.S. policymakers repeatedly shifted strategy in response to the constantly changing circumstances in Iraq. These policy shifts, including leadership changes, meant that program managers not only dealt with long periods of uncertainty, but also had to adjust to new systems, procedures, and reporting requirements. This compounded the difficulty of delivering projects on time, within scope and budget.

Over the past four years, DoD, DoS, and USAID have adapted to relentless and challenging demands with commitment and agility, internalizing and drawing on important lessons learned in the course of their work. SIGIR offers these recommendations, based on these lessons learned, to both help the ongoing Iraq relief and reconstruction program and to promote systemic adjustment through legislative and regulatory reform. Such reforms are essential to preparing the United States for future post-conflict contingency relief and reconstruction operations.

1. The Congress should consider a “Goldwater Nichols”-like reform measure to promote better integration among DoD, USAID, and DoS, particularly with respect to post-conflict contingency operations.

In 1986, the Goldwater-Nichols Act initiated a fundamental reorganization of the Department of Defense. As a result of this Act, U.S. forces increased cooperation and integration. It was not an easy process, but over the past twenty years, the United States has benefited greatly from the improved coordination among the military services.
The Iraq experience illustrates the need to expand cooperation and integration across U.S. agencies, but most especially among DoD, DoS, and USAID. Unlike other agencies, these three have missions that require them to operate primarily outside the United States and engage constantly with other governments and international entities.

Steps have already been taken to move this integration forward. National Security Presidential Directive 44 and DoD Directive 3000.05 both encourage interagency cooperation. USAID has created an office of military affairs to serve as a liaison to DoD. DoS, in response to NSPD-44, established the Office of the Coordinator for Reconstruction and Stabilization. USAID and DoS staff regularly attend military training exercises to share lessons learned and to brief military personnel on their responsibilities and capabilities. DoD’s Joint Concept Development and Experimentation Office is currently looking at ways to improve civilian/military planning. These steps, although important, are just a beginning. The experience of the Goldwater-Nichols Act suggests that the Congress should consider new legislation that could advance further cooperation among DoD, DoS, and USAID on post-conflict contingency reconstruction and relief planning and execution.

2. The Congress should adequately fund the Department of State’s Office of the Coordinator for Reconstruction and Stabilization. The Office of the Coordinator for Reconstruction and Stabilization (S/CRS) was created by the President in response to the need for better post-conflict contingency coordination among U.S. departments. S/CRS completed a post-conflict implementation plan in October 2006. This plan identifies short-, medium-, and long-term tasks that the U.S. government should execute to improve planning,
preparation, and execution of post-conflict contingency operations. The plan commendably seeks to address many of the lessons learned from Iraq that SIGIR and others have identified. Most important, it aims at institutionalizing ongoing interagency contingency exercises and developing a civilian reserve corps. A lack of funding and weak recognition of S/CRS by some agencies have prevented the plan from being fully realized. The Congress should provide S/CRS with the funding and authority to fulfill its mission.

3. The U.S. government should clarify the authorities of the multiple agencies involved in post-conflict operations to avoid ambiguity over who is in charge.

Although no single U.S. agency demonstrated the capacity to manage the large and complex Iraq program alone, the resultant and unavoidably ad hoc response that sometimes ensued was less than optimal. Developing ad hoc organizations in theater, such as the PMO and IRMO, consumed significant U.S. resources and time. Moreover, these new offices did not have the appropriate staff, procedures, systems, or institutional strength to direct effectively the complex interagency rebuilding effort.

S/CRS should be fully empowered to take up its presidentially mandated responsibility for coordinating the planning for future contingency relief and reconstruction operations. Additionally, S/CRS should be provided legal authority, working within the inter-agency structure and guidelines, to decide who should be in charge of what in any post-conflict reconstruction operation.
4. **Existing agencies should institutionalize the most effective project management systems, procedures, policies, and initiatives developed during the Iraq reconstruction effort.**

Because U.S. government agencies did not have appropriate systems in place to properly manage a program of the magnitude and complexity of the IRRF, they often created new systems and procedures. Over time, many of these procedures became effective in practice. USAID, DoS, and DoD, should identify and institutionally incorporate the best practices from the Iraq experience.

5. **Program managers should integrate local populations and practices at every level of the planning and execution process.**

In planning for future contingency operations, the U.S. government should involve, from the outset, a broad spectrum of individuals with familiarity about the affected nation (from policy makers to contractors to international experts). In Iraq, successful reconstruction managers took the time to understand local customs and practices.

Project design and execution should incorporate local contractors and vendors. Also, planning for projects should consider local and regional quality standards, rather than trying to impose U.S. standards, which too often caused increased cost and delayed execution in Iraq.

6. **Funding designated for post-conflict contingency programs should support flexible programs and projects that yield both short- and long-term benefits.**

Consideration should be given to developing multi-year programs with properly-sequenced reconstruction projects. Both short- and long-term relief and reconstruction programs can be better planned
and implemented through a multi-year financing strategy rather than through unscheduled supplemental appropriations. Contingency funding should also be made available for essential but unforeseen programs and projects. In Iraq, adequate reserves were not set aside to fund unanticipated projects, and the frequent reprogramming of funds adversely affected outcomes in several infrastructure sectors.

7. Develop policies and procedures to manage non-U.S. appropriated funds.

The United States deployed to Iraq without standardized policies and procedures to manage non-U.S. appropriated funds (e.g., the Development Fund for Iraq). Policies and systems were thus developed reactively and not implemented consistently. As a result, there were questions about the accountability of non-U.S. funds. As oversight entities pursue allegations of waste, fraud, and abuse, jurisdictional questions continue to surface. Before contingency operations begin, planners should develop clear policies regarding the management of non-U.S. funds.

8. Develop comprehensive planning for capacity development.

Before approving reconstruction funds, the Congress should require agencies to present a capacity-development strategy that will enable the effective transfer of operational responsibility for reconstruction projects to the host country.

In Iraq, capacity-development programs were not adequately integrated into the overall effort. Projects should include an organizational and management component as well as training in operations and maintenance.
9. Future post-conflict contingency planning should provide for well-resourced and uninterrupted oversight of relief and reconstruction programs to ensure effective monitoring from the outset and permit real-time adjustments.

An effective monitoring and oversight plan needs to be in place within each agency from the outset of contingency operations. This will allow for early and direct feedback to program managers, who can implement course corrections in operating practices and policies. Early and effective oversight will also deter fraud, waste, and abuse. For construction projects, there should be consistent oversight, including appropriate quality assurance and quality control programs. In Iraq, successful projects were usually those that received good quality assurance and effective quality control.

Operations that involve multiple agencies, funding streams, and management systems require that the Congress take steps to standardize oversight and provide clear guidance on any reporting requirements involving multiple agencies.
IRAQ RECONSTRUCTION

PROGRAM AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT TIMELINE

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

PRE-WAR, ORHA, AND EARLY CPA
CPA
IRMO/U.S. Mission

Funding Streams

IRRF 1
4/16/03
IRRF 1 established under P.L. 108-11 $2.475B

DFI
5/22/03
DFI created under UN Resolution 1483

IRRF 2
11/6/03
CPA presented first 2007 spend plan to the Congress for IRRF 2

1/5/04
IRRF 2 established under P.L. 108-106 $18.4B

9/2004
Major reprogramming of IRRF 2

12/2004
74% of IRRF 2 expended

12/2005
100% of IRRF 2 obligated

CERP, CHRRP
5/11/05
Up to $518M allocated for CERP

7/2004
CHRRP received $86M from USG and $136M from IIG

Limited use of DoD O&M funds for CERP approved

1/2006

Major Program and Project Management Events

Fall 2002
Planning

2–6/2003
DCC-W & DCMA

8/2003
NSPD-36 created PCO and IRMO

1/14/04
Army tasked to provide acquisition assistance to ORHA/CPA

8/2003
CPA created PMO

3/2004
PMO released Project Management Plan; Design-build contracts issued

1/14/04
PCO Cost Management Plan approved

6/28/04
Major reprogramming of IRRF 2

3/2005
PCO merged with GRD

12/4/05
PCO (Iraq) terminated

10/2005
USACE named Executive Agent for Oil Restoration

3/2006
USAID released Transition Strategy Plan

USAID initiated contracting for reconstruction and humanitarian needs

Baghdad office opened

6/28/04
Management of DFI funds transferred to Iraqis. U.S. continues to administer outstanding DFI contracts

7/27/03
USAID initiated IRRF 2

3/2004
USAID initiated third O&M job order

7/21/05
GRD-PCO

11/12/04
GRD and JCC-I signed MOU

7/2006
Started operation of JCC-I

10/14/06
Bechtel completed second infrastructure contract

10/14/06
PRTs established

3/2003
FRAGO 89

7/27/03
CFC FRAGO 09-668

5/11/05
12/2005
10/2006
102% of projects complete

79% of IRRF 2 funds for CERP approved

Limited use of DoD O&M funds for CERP approved
## Major Program and Project Management Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Agency/Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2002 Planning began</td>
<td></td>
<td>PRE-WAR, ORHA, AND EARLY CPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–6/2003 DCC-W &amp; DCMA provided contracting assistance to ORHA/CPA</td>
<td>6/18/03</td>
<td>CPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/11/04 NSPD-36 created PCO and IRMO</td>
<td></td>
<td>IRMO/U.S. Mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/20/04 PCO stood up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/14/04 Army tasked to provide acquisition and program management support to CPA</td>
<td>1/14/04</td>
<td>PMO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/2005 FRAGO 89</td>
<td>10/2005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/18/03 USACE named Executive Agent for Oil Restoration</td>
<td>6/18/03</td>
<td>USACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/25/04 USACE-GRD activated</td>
<td>1/25/04</td>
<td>GRD-PCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/21/05 GRD and JCC-I signed MOU</td>
<td>7/21/05</td>
<td>JCC-I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/12/04 CFC FRAGO 09–668 started operation of JCC-I</td>
<td>11/12/04</td>
<td>JCC-I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/27/03 USAID opened Baghdad office</td>
<td>7/27/03</td>
<td>USAID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/21/05 GRD and JCC-I signed MOU</td>
<td>7/21/05</td>
<td>JCC-I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Timeline:**
- **2002:** Planning began
- **2003:** DCC-W & DCMA provided assistance, NSPD-36 created PCO and IRMO
- **2004:** PCO stood up, PMO released Project Management Plan, Design-build contracts issued
- **2005:** PCO Cost Management Plan approved
- **2006:** USACE named Executive Agent for Oil Restoration, USACE-GRD activated, Bechtel completed second infrastructure contract

**Key Events:**
- **PCO:** Project Management Office
- **PMO:** Program Management Office
- **USACE:** U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
- **USAID:** United States Agency for International Development
- **JCC-I:** Joint Contracting Center for Iraq
PRE-ORHA THROUGH EARLY CPA (FALL 2002 TO AUGUST 2003)—INITIATING THE PROGRAM

Before military operations began in March 2003, several reconstruction plans were in place. Federal agencies had developed these various plans in classified environments to prevent speculation about war plans. As a result, they often worked independently from each other.4

Some assumptions upon which these plans were based later proved inaccurate, and the plans were never fully integrated into a single operational strategy. This lack of coordination subsequently affected the capacity of program managers to execute projects in Iraq.5

Initial Planning for Relief and Reconstruction

Iraq reconstruction planning began during the fall of 2002.6 The National Security Council (NSC) Deputies Committee and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) sponsored interagency working groups to prepare post-war plans. DoD created Joint Task Force IV7 to coordinate post-war plans, and other U.S. agencies, including USAID, developed internal planning groups.

In January 2003, just two months before the start of the March 2003 invasion, ORHA was established as a temporary organization under DoD to coalesce the existing plans for humanitarian assistance and reconstruction. The establishment of ORHA, and the shift from an NSC to a DoD-led effort, was the first major evolution in the reconstruction program. ORHA was established partly because it became clear that there was a need for an operational entity on the ground in Iraq to play a primary coordinating role.8 But it proved
more challenging than expected to integrate the “disparate team of government agencies” involved under a newly created and poorly resourced lead organization.

ORHA comprised individuals from a variety of agencies and backgrounds, with responsibilities divided into three pillars:
- humanitarian assistance
- civil administration
- reconstruction

Several assumptions influenced planning across each of ORHA’s three pillars. The expectation that a significant humanitarian crisis would occur meant that assistance resources were focused on providing refugees with water, food, and medicine. Reconstruction funding was limited and was designed to target critical infrastructure in order to bring Iraq’s essential services back to pre-war levels. Iraq was expected to rapidly assume the financial burden for much of the reconstruction program with funding from oil revenues.

Reconstruction planners assumed that events in Iraq would follow a fairly linear progression from war to recovery to stability. Humanitarian relief would supplant martial activity, and stabilization would permit rapid reconstruction. In February 2003, an interagency exercise, held in Washington, D.C., anticipated that a lack of security could cause looting, but no specific strategy to prepare for this contingency was developed. Stability was expected to be achieved relatively soon after hostilities ceased.
I think our assumption [was that we would] have a certain degree of stability. The Iraqis are going to go back to work, the ministries aren’t going to be looted. You’re essentially going to have a functioning state, but unlike Bosnia, our assumption was this is an oil-rich state. So, within a year or maybe 18 months...there will be oil revenues flowing...

[We planned] out a series of discrete interventions...that [would] keep the place from falling apart and do the absolutely critical things that need[ed] to be done to pull Iraq back together...[until the] oil revenues [would come] pouring into the country.... Planning was done on operating assumptions that [were] so radically different from what ultimately evolved...15

The key assumptions regarding the anticipated post-conflict environment in Iraq—that stabilization would be quickly achieved; that Iraq’s governing institutions would resume operations; and that oil revenues would provide reconstruction funds—drove the plans developed by each of ORHA’s three pillars.

HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE PILLAR
DoS and USAID partnered to develop ORHA’s humanitarian assistance pillar, which focused on preparing for the anticipated humanitarian crisis. The DoS Bureau of Population, Refugees, and Migration joined with USAID’s Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA), to develop an assistance program aimed at providing immediate relief—including food, water, shelter, and medical care—to displaced Iraqis.

USAID’s Disaster Assistance Response Team (DART), managed by OFDA, deployed to the Gulf Region and prepared to move into Iraq to meet the immediate needs of internally displaced persons.16 Before deployment, the DART team had participated in exten-
sive preparatory exercises, including disaster assistance training, instruction on Iraqi culture, and safety procedures. DART spent approximately $1 million on these preparations. USAID’s Office of Transition Initiatives (OTI)—an office that provides “fast, flexible short-term assistance targeted at key political transition and stabilization needs”—partnered with DART in these efforts.

By the time hostilities began in March 2003, the humanitarian pillar’s staff was in place in the Gulf Region, contingency funding was available, and contractors and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) were engaged. Importantly, by February 2003, the DoS/USAID interagency effort accomplished several important staging milestones:

- pre-positioned supplies throughout the region, totaling $26.5 million
- fielded a 65-person team
- established a 24-hour support office
- secured contingency support funding through USAID
- identified and funded contractors and grantees

**CIVIL ADMINISTRATION PILLAR**

The strategy for the civil administration pillar was intended to rapidly re-establish Iraqi governmental functions after hostilities ceased. This approach called for Coalition senior advisors to help Iraqi civil servants continue to operate Iraqi ministries, thereby maintaining the delivery of critical services, particularly water and electricity.

Unlike the humanitarian assistance pillar, the civil administration pillar, which operated under the aegis of DoD, accomplished little preparation before deploying to Iraq. The civil administration team was not sufficiently staffed, adequate funding had not been secured,
DoD deployed without adequate funding mechanisms, contracting support, or contract administrators to assist the senior advisors’ activities with Iraqi ministries.

and contractors required to supplement the staff had not been identified.

There was no pre-planning done to address the civil administration needs. There was an assumption that Iraqis who normally took care of such things would continue to do so. When they didn’t, there was no plan in place on how to make these civil administration tasks happen.24

DoD deployed without adequate funding mechanisms, contracting support,25 or contract administrators to assist the senior advisors’ activities with Iraqi ministries.26 Although logistics and basic service support was to be provided through the Army’s Logistics Civilian Augmentation Program (LOGCAP) contract,27 the means for providing adequate funding to support senior advisors’ activities with Iraqi ministries were not established in advance.

ORHA’s Comptroller and his limited team were prepared to manage the operating budget of ORHA28 but not to support reconstruction projects. The Principal Deputy Under Secretary of Defense, Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics requested that the Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) provide contracting support for ORHA, but specifically stated that DCMA’s support would not include reconstruction and humanitarian efforts.29 Only after arriving in Kuwait—and in response to increasing requests made once operations were established in Iraq—did the ORHA
Comptroller’s team expand its mandate and establish procedures to support reconstruction activities.30

**RECONSTRUCTION PILLAR**

In the fall of 2002, before the creation of ORHA, the NSC and OMB sponsored initial planning for the reconstruction program. U.S. agencies involved included DoD, DoS, USAID, the Department of the Treasury (Treasury), and the Department of Justice. With the creation of ORHA, these interagency working groups became less active,31 and ORHA designated USAID to lead the reconstruction pillar, thereby activating many of the plans that USAID had already been developing.

**Agency Relief and Reconstruction Plans**

USAID developed relief and reconstruction plans for ten sectors: health, education, water and sanitation, electricity, shelter,32 transportation, governance and rule of law, agriculture and rural development, telecommunications, and economic and fiscal policy.33 These plans included “benchmarks to be achieved within one month, six months, and one year.”34 Activities targeted critical program interventions35 to bring Iraqi essential services back to pre-war levels.

During the fall of 2002, USACE concomitantly evaluated possible post-conflict damage scenarios for Iraq and developed a cost estimate for the reconstruction of Iraq’s infrastructure. The team estimated that the reconstruction effort would require $35 billion, based on a moderate damage scenario. USACE had not been specifically tasked to do this, and it is unclear whether this estimate was ever disseminated to inform others engaged in post-conflict planning.36
In March 2003, the Department of the Treasury created the Iraq Financial Task Force (IFTF) to “coordinate the planning and execution of Treasury’s role in post-war stabilization, administration, and reconstruction of Iraq.” Specific efforts included planning for a new Iraqi currency. Treasury also provided technical advisors to assist the Iraqi Ministry of Finance and the Central Bank of Iraq.

USAID concurrently began issuing contracts to support the planned relief and reconstruction effort, with most contracts issued during the spring of 2003. These contracts were eventually funded by IRRF 1, which the Congress approved in April 2003. The scopes of work for these contracts were based on easily accessible information about the country and region, which often proved to be inconsistent and/or misleading. For example, although program managers were able to develop fairly detailed plans for the rehabilitation of the Port of Umm Qasr (because of sound intelligence information), there was limited data available on the condition of Iraq’s water sector, and thus the scopes of work for projects in this sector were correspondingly inadequate.

USAID deployed with approximately 27 personnel, including sector managers, contracting experts, financial officers, logistical teams, and inspector general personnel. USAID also hired a contractor to provide additional program management and logistical support, developing a “Mission-in-a-Box”—the people and systems needed to manage the anticipated effort in Iraq.

USAID headquarters established an Iraq reconstruction office in Washington, D.C., comprising USAID personnel and contractors. This office acted as a liaison, providing reach-back and technical advice to USAID/Iraq. USAID also prepared to establish a relatively large infrastructure office in Iraq to manage USAID’s largest contract—a $1.03 billion infrastructure project awarded to the Bechtel
Corporation in April 2003. USAID’s Iraq infrastructure office was staffed by approximately 24 USAID and contract personnel.

In late February 2003, the Department of the Army tasked USACE to repair the expected damage to Iraq’s oil infrastructure and to restore Iraqi oil and gas production capacity to pre-war levels.41 USACE’s Southwest Division was given the mission, and Task Force Restore Iraqi Oil (RIO) was formed to execute the program. To support the RIO effort, USACE entered into a contract with KBR42 and mobilized more than 100 USACE personnel, including project managers for oil production, refined products, communications, and security.43

USACE expressed interest in becoming more involved in international reconstruction efforts.44 Some believed that USACE was better suited—given its experience and mission—to oversee construction projects than USAID. This created some tension45 between the two agencies; but ultimately, in May 2003, the decision was made to have USAID and USACE enter into an interagency agreement that tasked USACE personnel to provide construction management and quality assurance support for USAID’s infrastructure projects. Specifically, USACE was to help “ensure that the reconstruction contractor’s work [was] completed in accordance with the job order, international standards, environmental requirements, and in compliance with U.S. government policies.”46

In addition to forming Task Force RIO and partnering with USAID, USACE planned to deploy up to ten Forward Engineering Support Teams (FESTs) to the region to support engineering needs in Iraq. These teams of five to ten military and civilian personnel were intended to augment an operational military unit’s existing engineering capability. Their primary responsibility was to conduct
assessments of infrastructure needs encountered by the operational units. The teams employed “tele-engineering” to access support offered in the United States by a mix of military and civilian staff at the Engineer Infrastructure and Intelligence Reachback Center.

In addition to its infrastructure reconstruction projects, USACE provided senior advisors to specific ministries such as irrigation, electricity, housing and construction, transportation and communications, and health.

FUNDING AND THE ORIGINAL RECONSTRUCTION GOALS AND EXPECTATIONS

In April 2003, the Congress appropriated $2.475 billion to IRRF 1 under Public Law (P.L.) 108-11. The Congress designed the law to be flexible and to allow the transfer of funds across sectors (subject to notification). It also permitted reimbursement to agencies that had expended their own funds on reconstruction planning and activities.

USAID’s “Vision for Iraq” plan supported much of the initial request for reconstruction funding under IRRF 1. NSC and OMB approved the plan in February 2003, which included milestones and goals for key sectors and established a timeframe for completing projects. Many of the goals defined by USAID sought to achieve quick results and reflected specific targets provided by the NSC or created by USAID in response to directives from the NSC. USAID included several of the same outcomes outlined in the document in the scopes of work for its initial reconstruction contracts. However, the plan did not clearly define what it meant to restore Iraq’s infrastructure to “pre-war levels.” Thus, reconstruction plans and programs were not consistently gauged to a specific goal. This was in part because there was difficulty getting accurate information about the state of Iraq’s infrastructure.
The feasibility of achieving the initial reconstruction milestones was questioned at the time. From the outset, “there was a gap between goals and available funding—$680 million [the amount originally allotted for USAID infrastructure reconstruction efforts] was nowhere near the amount needed to attain the goals.” One of USAID’s critical goals was to help the Iraqi ministries become operational as quickly as possible, but one USAID contractor questioned how to accomplish capacity building in ministries that, for all practical purposes, had ceased to operate.

Table 1 illustrates the goals for selected components of the original reconstruction program as outlined in the USAID “Vision for Iraq,” USAID contracts, and the CPA strategic plan, which was created in July 2003. Reported program results are also included.
## Early Reconstruction Goals and Eventual Program Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USAID Vision Document (Feb. 2003)</th>
<th>USAID Contracts (FY 2003)</th>
<th>CPA Strategic Plan (Summer 2003)</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Schools</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within six months, 3,000 schools [will be] repaired or rehabilitated.</td>
<td>Within six months the contractor will repair or rehabilitate up to 3,000 school buildings.</td>
<td>By October 2003, rehabilitate 1,000 priority schools.</td>
<td>Since 2003, approximately 3,000 schools had been rehabilitated, in full or in part.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(In addition, GRD-PCO completed 807 schools and MNF-I completed 1,365.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health Care</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic health services will be available to a targeted 50% of the population, and maternal/child health to 100% of the population, in secure areas, within six months.</td>
<td>Basic health care available to 12.5 million persons.</td>
<td>By October 2003, restore basic health care services to 95-100% of pre-war levels.</td>
<td>USAID does not report results relating directly to percentage of population served. Rather, it posts several specific accomplishments relating to health services, including:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• immunizing more than three million children under five</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• vaccinating more than 700,000 pregnant women against tetanus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• re-equipping more than 600 health clinics with essential equipment and supplies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electricity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within one year: Generation of 6,750 MW achieved.</td>
<td>Within 12 months generating capacity will be restored to 75% of the pre-1991 level of 9,000 MW (or 6,750 MW.)</td>
<td>By October 2003, improve generating capacity to 4,000 MW. By January 2004, improve generating capacity to 5,000 MW. By 2005, improve generating capacity to 7,000 MW.</td>
<td>The December 2006 quarterly average was 4,260 MW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Note: Pre-war capacity has been estimated at 4,500 MW.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1


Insufficient Capacity To Meet Immediate Needs

In March 2003, ORHA personnel began deploying to Kuwait. In April 2003, members of ORHA’s humanitarian assistance, civil administration, and reconstruction pillars all moved into Iraq, where ORHA took the lead in U.S. relief and reconstruction efforts. However, ORHA was never able to develop a fully coordinated plan. In the absence of an integrated strategy, each participating entity deployed to Iraq with divergent understandings and assumptions about the goal of the reconstruction effort, its proposed length and scale, and the responsibilities and functions assigned to each agency. This led to confusion and duplication of effort.

One former ORHA official stated: “We were bumping into one another as we tried to solve the same problem.”60 Another reported that he did not know USAID’s role and had never heard of DART or OTI until he arrived in Kuwait in March 2003.61

Initially we were told repetitively to stay in [our] lane and the lanes turned out to be, I think, more like stovepipes. So very few of us really had any idea what others’ capabilities were, what their mandate was. There was a lot of confusion that probably could have been avoided had there been much more consultation from the beginning.62

Existing strategic plans failed to reach some military units. For example, in April 2003, the 101st Airborne Division “began to be concerned with reconstruction, stability and ops, and [it] basically generated [its] own plan, based on the conditions there, in total segregation from whatever plans may have existed within ORHA and within the Corps of Engineers.”63
The experience of a USACE FEST member based in northern Iraq illustrates the confusion that plagued the initial phase of reconstruction operations. As FEST teams completed assessments of infrastructure needs throughout the country, the information they acquired was sent to Baghdad, where needs were prioritized and then provided to various entities for execution. However, information was not clearly communicated, which created duplication of effort. In one instance, a local contractor hired by a FEST team to renovate a building found that a military unit was already doing the work.64

Once in Iraq, it quickly became clear that the anticipated humanitarian crisis had not materialized. There were not large numbers of refugees, nor had there been a general breakdown in the food distribution system. There was, however, an acute need to restore basic services—e.g., trash collection, sewage line repair, and electrical power. ORHA had neither the capacity nor the organization to carry out these tasks, so other agencies expanded their mandates to begin to meet these urgent needs.65

USAID’s OTI was a bright spot during the initial chaos, agilely responding to the needs it confronted. One CPA official noted that the OTI program succeeded because it had money and was “the easiest to access and the most useful.”66 An OTI staff member explained the early activities of the organization:

I was astounded to find that OTI was practically the only organization in [Baghdad] that had any money in hand and had an ability to implement right at the beginning.67 We were there essentially to try to respond to events as they unfolded, and so initially, it was to try to employ as many people as possible, and secondly, to try to demonstrate that there was some things happening that were positive to the Iraqi people, and that’s essentially what our mission was.68
One of OTI’s initial tasks was to assist various ministry staff resume operations by replacing essential equipment that had been looted. Through grants, OTI provided desks, chairs, computers, and basic office supplies purchased from the local market. This initiative, “Ministry-in-a-Box,” helped more than 30 Iraqi ministries recover from the massive looting that had ransacked virtually every government facility in Baghdad.

When the expected humanitarian crisis did not materialize, DART and its implementing partners became an underutilized asset, even though DART possessed the organic capacity to fund grants and write contracts for urgent relief and reconstruction needs, a function that ORHA’s civil administration pillar lacked. However, DART’s leadership was reluctant to authorize DART teams to operate in the insecure environment that constituted post-conflict Iraq.

The degree to which civilians would be expected to work in hostile environments had not been adequately examined before the start of operations. This was a concern for DART and USACE’s forward engineer teams, which included both military and civilian personnel. Differing expectations among these organizations contributed to administrative logjams that delayed project execution because available capacity was not used to meet urgent needs.

ORHA Shifts to CPA

Soon after ORHA mobilized into Iraq, CPA was created, supplanting ORHA as the entity responsible for governing Iraq and overseeing the reconstruction effort. The first official recognition of CPA

The degree to which civilians would be expected to work in hostile environments had not been adequately examined before the start of operations.
appeared in a U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM) order that Commanding General Tommy Franks issued on April 16, 2003. On May 9, 2003, the President appointed Ambassador L. Paul Bremer III as his envoy to Iraq, giving him specific direction:

All USG elements in Iraq, other than those under the command of the Commander, U.S. Central Command, will keep you fully informed, at all times, of their current and planned activities.

On May 13, 2003, the Secretary of Defense designated Ambassador Bremer as the CPA’s Administrator, providing that, as Administrator, he would be responsible for “the temporary governance of Iraq, and…oversee, direct, and coordinate all executive, legislative, and judicial functions necessary to carry out this responsibility, including humanitarian relief and reconstruction and assisting in the formation of an Iraqi interim authority.”

CPA quickly absorbed the resources and operations of ORHA. On June 16, 2003, the Deputy Secretary of Defense stated that “ORHA is dissolved and its functions, responsibilities, and legal obligations [are] assumed by the CPA.” The memo also stated that the Secretary of the Army, who became the executive agent (responsible for providing administrative, logistics, and contracting support) for ORHA on May 21, 2003, would now be the executive agent for CPA.

This rapid organizational evolution produced several significant challenges for those managing initial reconstruction projects and funds, including: unclear understanding of various agency capabilities; insufficient capacity to meet immediate needs; inadequate policies, procedures, and systems; shifting strategies and funding uncertainties; weak communication systems and large information demands; and lack of expertise in program management.
Management of Vested Iraqi Funds

On March 20, 2003, the President signed Executive Order 13290, which provided that vested funds—Iraqi funds frozen in U.S. banks—would be transferred to the U.S. Department of the Treasury, and “should be used to assist the Iraqi people and to assist in the reconstruction of Iraq.” Under this authority, the ORHA Comptroller began using these funds to initiate reconstruction projects approved by Iraqi ministries. An interagency group determined that vested funds needed to be treated like U.S.-appropriated dollars.

**MANAGEMENT OF PAYMENTS TO IRAQI CIVIL SERVANTS USING VESTED FUNDS**

Treasury was aware of the logistical and procedural challenges associated with paying nearly two million Iraqi civil servants: there was no functioning banking system and no easy way of identifying valid employees. Neither ORHA nor CPA was equipped with the necessary resources to accomplish this task.

While in Kuwait, Treasury officials turned to the ORHA Comptroller for assistance in developing a plan to use vested funds to pay civil servants. The Comptroller requested $100 million to pay civil servants and to support humanitarian relief and small reconstruction. Washington approved the use of vested funds for these projects.

After ORHA determined where the money would be housed, it set up the process for paying civil servants. An April 11, 2003 memo from the Deputy Secretary of Defense stated that Americans would have fiduciary responsibility for the money until it was transferred to another responsible individual or entity. After a discussion with an interagency group, ORHA decided that a “trusted Iraqi” would be used to pay the civil servants. The trusted Iraqi would assume responsibility for the funds after an American official transferred
the money. The trusted Iraqi was responsible for obtaining lists of civil servants to be paid and then distributing payments. The Army provided security as funds were disbursed to the trusted Iraqi and subsequently at the paying stations. After the payments were made, the trusted Iraqi was to provide a list of disbursements and signatures of the people who received the money. Compliance with this process, however, was inconsistent at best.

**Management of Initial Reconstruction Projects Funded by Vested Funds**

In April and May 2003, the ministry advisors in ORHA’s civil administration pillar began to identify relief and reconstruction needs. These advisors immediately observed the damage that widespread looting had caused in Baghdad after hostilities ended:

One of the biggest obstacles to the ability of ORHA to implement anything was the rampant looting that had taken place. The [Iraqi] ministry buildings effectively no longer existed. There were no windows or doors. They were just concrete shells of buildings.

Initially, there was no process within ORHA’s civil administration pillar for funding rapid relief projects for the decimated ministries. Building on the process to pay civil servants, ORHA put together systems to fund project requests from the senior advisors and the military. The ORHA Comptroller became the conduit for submitting requests to the OSD Comptroller. The process required senior advisors or military officers to complete a standard form stating requirements based on the needs of the ministries. Initially, there was no formal review of requests in Iraq beyond the individual ministry approval of suggested projects. After project funding was approved, ministerial advisors designated a trusted Iraqi to be responsible for the project.
Funds were often disbursed before work was performed so materials could be purchased. The responsible individuals would later provide evidence that the project had been completed. There was limited capacity to provide oversight of these transactions. One official noted that the overarching goal was to get Iraqis back to work, restore basic services, and execute projects that quickly improved local communities. The conditions and time constraints presented by the chaotic post-conflict environment meant that depending on the trustworthiness of Iraqi workers was essential to the success of a project.

As of June 2, 2003, $500,000 of vested funds had been given to support these emergency projects. An additional $2.1 million was set aside, pending DoD’s demonstration that the initial $500,000 had been spent on projects that benefited the Iraqi people.

Management of Seized Funds
On May 7, 2003, based on a British model that gave British forces “walking around money,” a Combined-Joint Task Force 7 (CJTF-7) operations order initially gave up to $25,000 in seized funds to individual brigade commanders. A three-page handout detailed the procedures to be followed by a paying agent and a field ordering officer, who were responsible for disbursing funds for small projects. The commanders were responsible for documenting the expenditures and providing reports to ORHA. By June 2, 2003, $4 million of seized funds had been given to the Brigade Commanders’ Discretionary Fund. This was supported by $400,000 of vested funds.

On June 16, 2003, the CPA Administrator changed the fund’s name to the Commander’s Emergency Response Program (CERP), and on June 19, 2003, the Commander of CJTF-7 issued
CPE failed to clearly define roles and responsibilities, failed to implement adequate controls, and did not consistently enforce its own rules to ensure transparency of the management and disbursal of the DFI.

Fragmentary Order (FRAGO) 89, ordering CERP into operation. Some CERP projects were managed by military officers with little reconstruction and development experience.

One civil affairs officer noted that he needed “design and implementation assistance: none of us has ever built a landfill or paved city roads back in the United States.” Other CERP projects lacked sufficient oversight and appropriate documentation. But CERP went on to become one of the most important programs in Iraq’s relief and reconstruction.

Management of DFI Funds
On May 22, 2003, U.N. Security Council Resolution 1483 recognized the Development Fund for Iraq (DFI) as a primary source for funding Iraq’s recovery. The DFI subsumed the existing Oil-for-Food funds and frozen Iraqi assets that belonged to the Iraq government or that had been controlled by Saddam Hussein. The resolution underlined that these funds be transparently managed and disbursed under the direction of CPA for the benefit of the Iraqi people. On June 15, 2003, the CPA’s Administrator signed CPA Regulation 2, which applied to the “administration, use, accounting, and auditing of the DFI.”

A CPA-IG audit of CPA’s management of the DFI found that CPA “policies and procedures, although well-intended, did not establish effective controls.” CPA failed to clearly define roles and responsibilities, failed to implement adequate controls, and did not consis-
tently enforce its own rules to ensure transparency of the management and disbursal of the DFI.\textsuperscript{97}

Of particular concern were the insufficient financial and contractual controls. CPA was responsible for implementing U.S. financial management policies, such as the DoD Financial Management Regulations (FMR). The CPA-IG audit revealed that the DoD FMR “could have been easily adapted to establish policies and procedures to account for DFI cash.”\textsuperscript{98} CPA developed new policies and procedures to manage DFI, but failed to enforce them effectively. Further, CPA failed, pursuant to its own rules, to secure the services of an effective outside auditing firm to review and advise CPA on DFI controls. The accounting firm that CPA did employ only managed balance sheets for CPA’s comptroller.\textsuperscript{99}

**NEW POLICIES LAUNCHED WITHOUT PROPER TRAINING**

CPA’s disbursing and paying agents were pressed into service before they could be given adequate training on the procedures governing the handling of DFI disbursements. CPA-IG’s review of 26 DFI disbursements found that only one included the documentation required under CPA’s regulations.\textsuperscript{100}

An early 2005 review of CPA’s financial management practices by the OSD found that “effective, efficient financial management of non-U.S. fund sources was not accorded a high enough priority.”\textsuperscript{101} The OSD assessment report found that “financing of reconstruction activities began before procedures and staffing were fully in place,” and “many policies and procedures were developed in response to new situations, not in advance.”\textsuperscript{102} Further, the report noted that “the Army’s financial management system was selected, but the other services [members from Navy, Air Force, etc.] were not trained in, and therefore did not completely understand, this system.”\textsuperscript{103}
The OSD review further observed that “at the onset of stability and reconstruction operations, there was a lack of clearly defined authorities and lines of accountability for financial management internal controls,” adding that “modern systems to conduct procurement, asset control, budget execution, and accounting were not in place. Financial records were largely kept in a manual system, limiting access only to in-theater personnel.”104 The concerns raised by this review were substantiated by CPA-IG’s audit of CPA’s management of DFI.105

The story of the DFI’s management underscores the need to include an effective oversight component in the initial planning of any reconstruction effort.

**Too Few Contract Administrators to Manage Contracts**

Initially, only three contracting officers were in Baghdad to support CPA’s relief and reconstruction demands.106 This limited contingent constrained CPA’s capacity to provide effective execution of needed contracts and contract oversight. There was a similar dearth of contracting officer representatives (COR), who were needed to provide technical expertise and to monitor contract performance.107 Unsurprisingly, the lack of sufficient personnel to support CPA contracting early on produced problems. A CPA-IG audit found CPA “contract files to be in disarray.”108 Some contracts were missing, and others were stored on personal email accounts, individual hard drives, or external storage devices. See SIGIR’s *Iraq Reconstruction: Lessons in Contracting and Procurement* at www.sigir.mil.
Management of U.S. Funds
Initially, USAID and USACE were the two main U.S. agencies responsible for managing U.S-funded reconstruction projects in Iraq. By early May 2003, USAID contractors and staff had established offices in Baghdad, although many personnel were still in Kuwait awaiting deployment. The formal establishment of the USAID mission in Baghdad was announced on July 27, 2003. During the summer of 2003, USAID managed 12 relief and reconstruction contracts and a number of grants and cooperative agreements. USACE simultaneously managed Task Force RIO and the FESTs deployed with operational Army units. During the spring and summer of 2003, both agencies faced challenges managing their projects because of shifts in program scope and funding uncertainties.

In the spring of 2003, contractor mobilization and the execution of initial reconstruction planning efforts were limited by funding uncertainties. IRRF 1 was approved by the Congress in April 2003 when USAID was beginning to implement its relief and reconstruction programs. Early delays were ameliorated when, on May 22, 2003, the President issued Executive Order 13303, allowing contractors to spend U.S.-appropriated funds immediately on reconstruction efforts.109

Notwithstanding this new spending authority, many program managers in Iraq found that, during the summer of 2003, their budgets were being cut because of CPA’s shifting spending strategies. Consequently, some contractor staff demobilized, and some ongoing activities were canceled or de-scoped. One contractor had to lay people off, close regional offices, and scale down reconstruction efforts.110 Other contractors were asked by CPA to slow down spending as the IRRF 1 program strategy was being revised.111
CPA’s assumption of control over all reconstruction planning in June 2003 bred tension between CPA and USAID. As CPA expanded and began to exercise its broad authority, USAID contractors were required to coordinate their ongoing programs with the new strategic plan under development by CPA and the senior advisors. This collision of reconstruction management activities sometimes caused contractors to receive conflicting requests from different U.S. government entities or officials.\(^{112}\)

Oversight of contractors became an immediate concern:

The situation in Iraq was less than stable, and security was becoming a concern across the board. Security cost began to escalate rapidly and was the subject of almost daily briefings/discussions…. Not long after the award of the contracts, [USAID] did get four contract specialists into country to ‘oversee’ the contracts. I use that term rather loosely because I do not believe anyone was able to freely visit the contractor sites to see how progress was going…\(^{113}\)

During this time, USACE faced growing challenges managing the expansion of the RIO project:

Project management was not an issue, program expansion was. Our original mission was to restore the oil infrastructure to keep crude oil flowing, thus enabling the Iraqi government to receive funds to support their recovery. Our first add-on mission was to restore the production of [liquified petroleum gas] LPG for cooking and boiling of water. That task fell to the RIO team. Then benzene (auto fuel) became an issue (gas lines) and our mission expanded to include purchasing and transporting fuel from Kuwait. Repairs to the production infrastructure were adversely impacted by acts of sabotage, but completed prior to hand-off back to the Iraqi Ministry of Oil.\(^{114}\)
Program Review Board

On June 18, 2003, in an effort to coordinate and prioritize reconstruction planning and projects, the CPA Administrator signed CPA Regulation 3, establishing the Program Review Board (PRB). The PRB reviewed proposed reconstruction projects—regardless of whether they were underwritten by seized, vested, DFI, or appropriated funds—and recommended expenditures.115

The PRB coordinator developed processes, forms, and instructions for requesting PRB approval for reconstruction projects. A database was created to track PRB-approved projects. Initially, this system only tracked the number of approved projects, and it provided no information on project status. This limited reporting capacity obscured visibility on the progress of reconstruction projects.116

Re-thinking the Relief and Reconstruction Program

During the summer of 2003, CPA developed a new reconstruction strategy that shifted the focus from a small-scale, discrete relief and development effort to an ambitious, large-scale reconstruction program. The shift in strategy was driven by the recognition that many initial assumptions that drove early planning proved off the mark.

[Things] changed over the course of the summer of 2003 as the recognition set in that, in part because of the looting and in part because of the bad condition of the infrastructure...that the reconstruction issues [were] much larger than was originally believed and that the capabilities of the Iraqi ministries to do anything were very limited... 317

In July 2003, CPA created its first strategic plan, which established five priorities: security, essential services, economy, governance, and strategic communication. The plan included broad goals and metrics but was not tied to a specific budget.118
Simultaneously, CPA worked with the interim Iraqi ministries to develop the 2003 Iraqi government budget, and the World Bank, United Nations, and Bechtel simultaneously conducted infrastructure assessments. Bechtel’s assessment, completed in June 2003, identified approximately $16 billion of work in six infrastructure sectors.\textsuperscript{119} The joint World Bank and United Nations report, a draft of which was completed in July 2003 (it was later published in October 2003), estimated that $56 billion was needed to meet median-term reconstruction needs.\textsuperscript{120}

Iraq’s available budget could not yet fund needed reconstruction projects, and thus CPA sought a very large U.S. appropriation. At that time, the United States was preparing for an October 2003 international donor conference. A review of previous donor conferences showed that other countries had been more inclined to support “soft” projects, including those focused on education and governance. So the CPA Administrator made a strategic decision to concentrate the supplemental request on security, justice, and infrastructure projects.\textsuperscript{121}

Based on these assessments, and various input from Iraqi ministries, senior advisors, USAID, and USACE, CPA’s budget and finance officials put together a large and ambitious supplemental request in less than two months. Participants in this process reported that there was little time or opportunity to debate.\textsuperscript{122} In August 2003, the CPA Administrator submitted to OMB a multi-billion dollar relief and reconstruction funding request to begin the restoration of Iraq’s infrastructure (original estimates ranged from $24-$27 billion\textsuperscript{123}). In September 2003, OMB submitted a $20.3 billion request to the Congress, and in November 2003, the Congress passed legislation appropriating $18.4 billion to the Iraq Relief and Reconstruction Fund (IRRF 2).
THE LATER CPA PERIOD (AUGUST 2003 TO JUNE 2004)—RE-INITIATING THE PROGRAM

To manage its significantly expanded reconstruction program, CPA created the PMO in August 2003, giving this office the authority to oversee the execution of the thousands of projects funded by the $18.4 billion IRRF 2 program. The CPA Administrator directed PMO to develop a system to execute this program and oversee the implementation of more than 2,300 projects.

The Origin of the PMO
In the process of formulating its greatly expanded reconstruction program, CPA examined several program management options. CPA first considered having USACE, which was already overseeing projects in Iraq, manage the entire program. However, USACE officials demurred, contending that the agency did not have the capacity in Iraq to exercise oversight of this prodigious program. USACE was heavily engaged in managing oil and electricity programs under Task Force RIO and Task Force Restore Iraqi Electricity. Its primary expertise rested in construction management and execution, and not the kind of planning, programming, and budgeting demands inherent in CPA’s reconstruction program. Moreover, USACE maintained that it could not rapidly secure sufficient staff to manage the massive program in Iraq.

CPA consulted with USAID about the structure and direction of the IRRF 2 program, but USAID did not have the staff nor the organizational capacity to manage so large an infrastructure-focused program. Additionally, CPA recognized that the Iraqi ministries were unable to manage the program, although they were included in the project selection process.
When it became clear that neither USACE nor USAID nor the Iraqi ministries could manage the reconstruction program, CPA turned to a core group then serving within CPA, some of whom had significant infrastructure and engineering backgrounds. This group developed a concept paper that envisioned the formation of a new and novel program management office within CPA that would rely on contractors both for the management and the execution of the reconstruction program. That is, both oversight and execution of the program would be largely contracted out.

On August 15, 2003, the CPA Administrator approved the formation of the PMO and directed $10 million to fund its startup. To lead the effort, he appointed a retired U.S. Navy Rear Admiral, who was then the Deputy Senior Advisor to the Transportation and Communication Office Ministry.131

On September 6, 2003, OMB submitted CPA’s $20.3 billion budget request to the Congress seeking supplemental funding for Iraq-related activities, a portion of which would “finance the most critical needs for security and infrastructure that cannot be met with anticipated revenues from oil sales until the entire oil infrastructure becomes more robust.”132 To support this request, CPA developed a 48-page document that discussed the current state of each of the key sectors, described illustrative projects, and provided estimated costs. However, the request included little analysis of how these costs were determined.

The following day, the President addressed the nation about funding Iraq’s relief and reconstruction, stating that the United States “will provide funds to help [Iraq] improve security and...help them to restore basic services, such as electricity and water, and to build new schools, roads, and medical clinics.”133
CPA immediately issued an information memo announcing the creation of PMO and detailing the mission of the office. The memo noted that:

[The] implementation of such a large program, in such a short time, is an exercise unprecedented in the worlds of development and nation-building and will require an equally unprecedented effort in terms of its execution. [I have] therefore decided to establish a Program Management Office under CPA to drive this forward, with involvement from both the public and private sectors.134

On November 6, 2003, the Congress approved $18.4 billion for Iraq’s relief and reconstruction. Compared to the IRRF 1 law, this legislation was quite specific, defining allocations among ten sectors and outlining a number of requirements and duties that CPA had to carry out as it implemented the program.

**IRRF-2 Key Components**

- **Ten sector allocations:**

  **IRRF 2 Original Allocations by Sector**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Allocation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>$5,560,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Resources and Sanitation</td>
<td>$4,332,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security and Law Enforcement</td>
<td>$3,243,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>$1,890,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice, Public Safety Infrastructure, and Civil Society</td>
<td>$1,318,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care</td>
<td>$793,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation and Telecommunications</td>
<td>$500,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roads, Bridges, and Construction</td>
<td>$370,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, Refugees, Human Rights, and Governance</td>
<td>$280,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Sector Development</td>
<td>$153,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

  **Table 2**
• **Re-allocation across sectors.** Up to 10% could be re-allocated between sectors, but could not increase a sector’s allocation by more than 20%.

• **Availability of funds.** Funds were to be available until September 30, 2006.

• **Cost to complete projects.** Before the initial obligations of funds, CPA and OMB were to submit a proposed project-by-project report, called the *Section 2207 Report*. The report would list the major projects under each of the ten sectors, the costs required to complete each project, and anticipated obligations for each three-month period. The first report was due by January 5, 2004.

• **Clarification of responsibilities.** The 2207 Report required a list of agencies responsible for executing each project. The agencies included CPA, DoS, Treasury, DoD, USAID, and the Department of Health and Human Services.135

• **Capacity development.** Agencies receiving funds were encouraged to “provide significant financial resources, technical assistance, and capacity building to counterpart organizations led by Iraqis.”136

The USG component of PMO was under-resourced from its inception, and thus PMO was dependent upon contractor support. When the Congress passed the supplemental funding legislation, the PMO director was supported by just two people from USACE and 14 contractors.137
PMO was under-resourced from its inception and was primarily dependent on contractor support. When the supplemental passed, the PMO director was supported by only two people from USACE and 14 contractors.

PMO Develops a Program Management Plan

PMO developed a Program Management Plan (PMP), the first draft of which was completed by October 2003; the final version was approved in March 2004. The plan detailed PMO’s proposed organizational structure, financial controls, personnel needs, information management requirements, and project management tools. The PMP provided for the following:

Limited U.S. government personnel: PMO planned to hire “‘just enough’ United States government employees to perform inherently governmental functions, augmented by multiple program management contractors who [would] be engaged to oversee the large construction contracts, delivering this historic volume of work on an accelerated schedule.” PMO estimated that a staff of 100 government personnel would be needed to oversee the program. The PMO director—a government employee—would be responsible for integrating and coordinating the program, allocating resources, clarifying roles and responsibilities, and establishing polices and procedures. A Director of Programming would be responsible for synchronizing efforts across all the sectors.

Private-sector management support: Seven program management organizations would work with a core team of government staff to perform program and project management. One contractor would “provide program management support to the CPA/PMO to
facilitate overall program coordination and management” and one to support the management of each of PMO’s six sectors: security and justice; electricity; oil; public works and water; transportation and communication; and buildings, housing, and health. The PMO contractor and the Sector Program Management Office Contractors (SPMOC) would be “capable of providing the full range of program management services including but not limited to: integration and coordination; scheduling; resource management; estimating; acquisition and procurement support; logistics support... [and] task order development.”

A program management contractor described the model:

The role of the program management office was to set policies, processes, and procedures. It was also to be the overall program manager and integrator of the sector programs. The sector program managers would write requirements and develop project packages. They would also work with the design-build contractors on the design of the projects. Once the design was established and the project determined, the Corps would step in to oversee the activities and provide construction management.

Private-sector construction expertise: PMO proposed hiring twelve design-build construction companies with particular experience in each of PMO’s six sectors to execute the work.

Government construction management support: PMO asked USACE to provide construction management and quality control in each sector. A member of USACE was appointed Director of Construction, responsible for all “construction management, coordination, quality assurance, schedule, financial, and progress management at the PMO.” USACE was then establishing the Gulf Region
Division (GRD) to consolidate USACE’s existing offices in Iraq under one command-and-control authority. On January 25, 2004, USACE activated GRD, establishing its headquarters in Baghdad. GRD included three districts located in the northern, central, and southern regions of Iraq. Staffing for these districts and the division headquarters came primarily from four other USACE divisions. USACE members deployed to Iraq from these divisions on a rotating basis.

**Contract administration:** CPA’s contracting office provided contracting officers to work with the PMO’s program managers. GRD worked with the CPA’s Head Contracting Authority (HCA) to divide up contract administration duties: GRD staff served as the administrative contracting officers, and HCA staff members served as the procuring contracting officers for PMO. The head of the contracting office also served as the Director of Non-construction, responsible for the procurement of equipment, supplies, and services.

**Integrated financial and information management:** To manage costs and performance, PMO proposed the development of a new information management system that would track key performance indicators: cost, scope, and schedule. PMO expected to use part of the $50 million allocated in IRRF 2 for reporting and monitoring to fund this system.

**Utilization of Iraqis and capacity development:** The PMP stated that the PMO would use “Iraqi capabilities—planners, administrators, contractors, subcontractors, suppliers, and other Iraqi personnel resources—to the greatest extent practicable.” PMO expected to coordinate with Iraqi ministries to develop project requirements and also expected the design-build contractors to transition their
skills and knowledge to the Iraqi people. The transfer of knowledge, skills, and abilities was a requirement in the program management, sector program management, and design-build contracts.\textsuperscript{150} This was expressed directly in design-build contractors’ award fee: 40\% of their possible fee was based on their ability to meet subcontractor goals and train, develop, and transition projects to the Iraqis.\textsuperscript{151}

Figure 2 illustrates the various layers of PMO.
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Figure 2
PMO Struggles To Execute Its Plan

PMO was heavily reliant on its management contractors, but there was confusion about the actual roles and responsibilities of the various actors within PMO. In addition, a number of logistical issues impeded PMO’s progress, including hiring staff, developing the new information management system, and creating a plausibly executable project plan. Resolving these issues consumed most of PMO’s efforts from inception until March 2004, when the design-build contracts were all finally awarded.

DEFINING ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

PMO’s government staff and its program management contractors had different understandings of their respective roles and responsibilities. Specifically, there was confusion about the scope of the supervisory contractors’ responsibilities. To address this issue, PMO began to develop standard operating procedures (SOPs). A team of contractors and government employees were tasked to create the SOPs; however, they were not completed until the summer of 2004 and thus were never truly implemented during the life of PMO. One contractor observed that “you need a unified program management approach. [We] never got that, never got anybody to agree that we were on the right coordinated track.”

Inherently Governmental Function

The responsibilities of the program management contractors were not adequately detailed in their respective contracts. This was partly because of the “uncertainties of the reconstruction program.” The SPMOC contracts stated that “the duties to be performed under this contract [are] necessarily general. Attempting to develop a finite description of the tasks would serve little purpose given the irreducible uncertainties of the reconstruction effort.”
This issue was not properly addressed until after the management contracts were awarded in March-April 2004. Only then were contractors asked to submit a program management plan that defined their roles and responsibilities within PMO.

In August 2004, a review by DCMA and the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) concluded that the contractors’ program management plans were so broad that the contractors might have been performing inherently governmental functions. DCMA and DCAA recommended that these plans be approved only if they expressly limited the contractors’ scope of work to non-governmental duties. Later, a responsibility matrix was created to avoid any potential issue of contractors performing governmental duties, but the matrix was not made part of the contracts until the second year.

**FUNDING**
Pursuant to the CPA Administrator’s September 9, 2003 request, the OSD Comptroller approved $10 million in U.S.-appropriated funds to support PMO’s operations for the first six months. In addition,
USACE provided $9 million to prepare the project plan and initial scopes of work.\textsuperscript{160} During the fall of 2003, these funds supported PMO’s staff.\textsuperscript{161} Additional money was needed to hire government personnel to manage the program, but this funding was not yet available. \textit{See infra} p. 61.

Thus, PMO was understaffed. PMO was structured such that “there could only be a few key government people providing oversight. The projects were many, so there needed to be a lot of contractor help to manage [the program].”\textsuperscript{162} More than $200 million was allocated from IRRF 2 to fund the program management contractors.\textsuperscript{163}

**HIRING STAFF**

In November 2003, when the IRRF 2 supplemental passed, PMO was staffed with 3 people and supported by 14 USACE contractors. By January 2004, eight government personnel were working in PMO.\textsuperscript{164} PMO found that the government was not as agile as the private sector in hiring people, and some qualified candidates dropped out of the process because of lengthy delays.\textsuperscript{165} In August 2004, a year after PMO was created, the office had only 50 of the 100 people that the director had requested.\textsuperscript{166}

Finding people with a comprehensive understanding of program management—including the development of an appropriate cost, scope, and schedules for each project and task order—proved to be an enormous challenge.\textsuperscript{167} In addition, the relatively short tours of some government personnel adversely affected continuity. Contractors hired people for one-year assignments, but the staff supplied by the various military services had tours of only four or six months, frequently with gaps during turnovers.\textsuperscript{168}
At its inception, **PMO did not have an existing information management system** to track projects.

**ESTABLISHING AN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM**

At its inception, PMO did not have an information management system to track projects. PMO leadership decided to fund the development of a specialized system to manage the program's projects, which was expected to be eventually provided to the Iraqis.\(^{169}\) This decision was driven by the conclusion that “no existing DoD management solution provides the full complement of integrated capabilities that were required.”\(^{170}\)

PMO sought to have an operating data management system by January 15, 2004.\(^ {171}\) However, developing and implementing this system proved much more difficult than expected. First, PMO did not receive the $50 million earmarked in the supplemental appropriation for project management systems until May 2004. A SIGIR report on the use of these funds found that only $26.2 million was spent on system development. IRMO used the remaining funding for salary support.\(^ {172}\) Second, many of the program management and design-build contractors used different information systems; their contracts did not require all contractors to conform to a common standard.\(^ {173}\)

The PMO contracting and finance departments also used different systems. Integrating and managing these various databases was virtually impossible.

The various information systems included:

- **Standard Procurement System (SPS) and Procurement Desktop-Defense (PD2)** — DoD’s automated contracting system
- **Resident Management System (RMS)** — USACE’s construction management system
“We **needed a system** just to [keep] track of the program. When you **lose track of a program**, a big program like this with [2,300] projects, you never get it back.”

- **Corps of Engineers Financial Management System (CEFMS)**
- **Primavera P3 (Project Management)**—commercial software for planning and scheduling
- **Maximo**—commercial software for asset management, which can also integrate other program elements, such as contract management

In January 2004, GRD’s Director of Resource Management arrived to set up CEFMS, which is the USACE project tracking system. By February 2004, the first funding document was loaded into the system. However, it took additional time to integrate all of the systems: they were not fully integrated until the spring of 2005. See *infra* p. 107.

Networking and storage space also posed significant challenges. Data storage capacity was limited, which constricted the ability of managers to maintain electronic files. Interoperability was also a serious obstacle. One official noted, “there was no connectivity or linking to any other office, except for email.”

The delay in creating integrated information systems greatly hindered the capacity of program managers to oversee and control the program. PMO “needed a system just to [keep] track of the program. When you lose track of a program, a big program like this with [2,300] projects, you never get it back.”
NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF AN ACCELERATED TIMEFRAME: DEVELOPING THE PROJECT PLAN, ESTABLISHING METRICS, AND MANAGING EXPECTATIONS

After the supplemental funding request was submitted to OMB, a team of consultants worked from October until December 2003 to help PMO develop the specific projects that would make up the PMO’s reconstruction program. They worked with the senior advisors and ministries to determine the project list. The CPA Administrator directed that the CPA’s senior advisors and the Iraqi ministries—not the PMO—should determine which projects would be funded under the IRRF 2 plan. But the involvement of the ministries varied. Some ministries had “designs sitting on their shelf,” while others were not prepared to participate.

USACE contractors identified about 5,000 projects, developed rough cost estimates (including security and program management costs) for each, and then prioritized the projects based on need and available funding. Lower priority projects fell below the funding cut line, and these proposals were given to Iraq’s Ministry of Development, Planning, and Cooperation, which was expected to work with other donors to fund them.

On December 1, 2003, the prospective project list was passed to the CPA Administrator. Over the next nine days, CPA regional advisors and military commanders in the field reviewed and further prioritized the projects. A final list of approximately 2,300 projects was completed on December 10, 2003, and sent to Washington, D.C., for final approval. This list was approved and incorporated into the first Section 2207 Report to the Congress, submitted on January 5, 2004.

However, PMO was severely limited by time and resources during the formulation of its program:
Forty-five days is not enough time. I don’t care how hard you work, or how good you are, or how smart you are, or what your agency is, that’s not enough time to put [an $18.4 billion] program together.182

At this time, CPA had also not tied this spend plan to its July 2003 strategic plan. In September 2003, the Deputy Secretary of Defense tasked a team within the OSD to assist with the development of CPA’s metrics.183 One of the team’s first tasks was to link CPA’s strategic plan to the supplemental request. Based on the supplemental allocation, CPA’s five goals were funded as follows:184

- security: $4.315 billion
- essential services: $13.246 billion
- economy: $563 million
- governance: $563 million
- strategic communication: no funding

The CPA supported the development of metrics and continually monitored outputs in the oil, electricity, and water sectors. However, the CPA’s capacity to consistently collect and analyze information on the entire reconstruction program decreased in November 2003 when the USG decided to transition responsibility to the IIG by June 30, 2004. This decision forced the CPA to focus more of its attention on the immediate steps required for a successful political transition rather than on longer term reconstruction goals.185 Program managers did not develop a consensus on the benchmarks for more specific outputs across all sectors until after June 2004. See infra p. 102.

Managing expectations became a growing challenge for the PMO during this period. The understanding was that the work would be done quickly:
We were going to build the whole thing the first year. That was the message to the outside. No matter how hard we tried, that was the measuring stick that came over every video teleconference, not spending enough, not doing enough projects...Somehow we did not get the expectation right on what it would take to do $18 billion worth of work.\textsuperscript{186}

After the supplemental request passed in November 2003, the Deputies Committee continued to debate the purpose of the money and how it would be managed. There was disagreement about the PMO, who should be responsible for the money, and what types of projects should be funded. This delayed the procurement of the design-build and program management contracts—and consequently, the execution of projects—by 30 to 45 days.\textsuperscript{187}

The delay in the arrival of IRRF 2 funds had a severely constraining effect upon the reconstruction program.\textsuperscript{188} In addition, once money did arrive, the emphasis focused on project starts and amounts obligated and expended. Some failed to consider the inevitable time constraints associated with preparing designs, hiring subcontractors, and initiating work.\textsuperscript{189}

**Project Execution Delays: Before the Design-build Contractors Arrived**

Between September 2003 and March 2004, before the arrival of the design-build contractors, several factors combined to slow the reconstruction effort. Existing government organizations lacked the capacity to manage “the scale and complexity of the reconstruction effort funded by IRRF 2,”\textsuperscript{190} but the decision to create PMO—and the significant amount of time and resources it took to develop the new office and hire its supporting contractors\textsuperscript{191}—directly affected the execution of projects. With respect to existing projects, managers continued to face shifting priorities and changes in funding, which
affected their capacity to execute according to project schedules. For new activities, including the procurement of non-construction goods and services, the lack of operational systems and effective procedures limited progress.

**SHifting Priorities**

CPA’s decision to focus on large infrastructure projects created a deep division among those involved in the reconstruction effort about the appropriate priorities for reconstruction. Several USAID officials operating in Baghdad during this time did not agree with CPA’s direction, and argued that more funds were needed for agriculture, democracy, and economic reform (including private-sector business development).

> If I go to an elected official and say what do you need, they’re going to say build me something. They’re never going to say…please put me through the tortured process of [for instance] reforming our oil pricing system…. What needs to be done is never what the politicians ask for….

> So, the reason the substantive issue was so difficult is that those of us who…were arguing, you know, do this stuff first, don’t build stuff, but on the other hand, I read the same…public opinion surveys that [others] read…and there was a huge imperative to build things.

USAID developed a budget, which would have allocated $5 billion of IRRF 2 to the agency as follows:

- **Infrastructure:** $3.25 billion
- **Health, Education, and Humanitarian Assistance:** $250 million
- **Economic Governance, Agriculture, and Marshlands:** $550 million
- Local Governance, Elections, and Community Programs: $800 million
- Monitoring and Evaluation: $150 million

This proposed budget was not included in the final supplemental request. However, by March 2007, USAID received approximately $3.9 billion of IRRF 2 funds.197 See infra p. 86.

Agreeing on who ultimately held decision-making power for the reconstruction programs and project selection was a problem. PMO executed the program, but was not the decision-maker. The senior advisors were the authorities on what projects should be funded and the direction of the overall program. “Ultimately, [the CPA Administrator] was the decision-maker.”198 Others involved with PMO, however, reported that conflicting agency interests hampered good decision-making.

We thought we knew, we were told who the decision-makers were, but the truth is on the ground...you had all of these advisors out in the various areas, you had all the [military] commanders [and] sometimes those priorities did not match and then you talked to the ministers or you talked to the leaders in the local Iraqi areas, and you were trying to overlay all those desires and hit a high pay-off target where they all say it was a priority.199

This tension created management challenges, but differences in priorities and opinions also presented significant challenges at the contractor level. In its audit of a USAID economic reform project, the USAID Office of Inspector General (USAID OIG) found that of 38 planned activities, 10 had been completed, 6 were cancelled, and 22 were ongoing, as of May 31, 2004.200 The audit found that some of the delays were the result of CPA’s changing strategies:
One of the challenges was the limited control that USAID/Iraq had in managing this program. As a development agency, USAID often adopts a long-term perspective that focuses on building the host country’s capacity and self-sufficiency in order to promote self-government. On the other hand, the CPA was more focused on addressing near-term priorities that would affect an orderly transition of power to a sovereign Iraqi government. Consequently, there were different priorities based upon these discrete institutional approaches and roles. As a result of the different priorities, the Mission could not exercise its normal latitude and control in addressing problems in the design and implementation of its activities.201

**USAID OPERATIONS DURING CPA/PMO**

In September 2003, USAID’s reconstruction portfolio included projects in health, economic governance, local governance, infrastructure, and education. Contractors had spent the previous spring and summer mobilizing, developing work plans, and commencing initial activities. USAID’s September 23, 2003 report highlighted some of its ongoing projects: infrastructure work and equipment repair at Baghdad’s International Airport; assessments and repairs of key bridges; identification of more than 500 community activities through the community action program; an accelerated program to rehabilitate 1,000 schools by October 2003; teacher training initiatives; the emergency repair and rehabilitation of power generation facilities and electrical grids; the distribution of health kits; the award of more than 800 rapid-response grants; opening the Port of Umm Qasr; the establishment of local councils; and renovations of major sewage treatment plants.202

After PMO was created, the scope of USAID’s operations significantly changed. Under IRRF 1, OMB apportioned reconstruction money directly to USAID, which gave the agency both fiduciary
and executive responsibility for projects approved by ORHA or the CPA. Under IRRF 2, however, PMO “kept track of the funds and managed the overall program.” PMO managed the scope of USAID’s project activity under IRRF 2, which created friction between USAID and CPA/PMO: “[USAID] did not like the control that [PMO] exercised.”

However, this coordination was required as PMO was in charge of all reconstruction activities funded by IRRF 2, and the Army was fiscally responsible for the execution of IRRF 2 funds.

**Failing to Use Existing Capacity**

From September 2003 to March 2004, only a limited number of organizations focused on infrastructure construction efforts because the design-build contracts were not issued until March 2004.

Some of the military units with the capacity to execute reconstruction projects failed to receive resources needed because of the centralized structure of the program:

> We have the [PMO] working in August, September, October, November [2003] with almost no people to determine what the requirements are, even as military units across Iraq had had to submit any project that was valued at over $10,000 to Baghdad to be prioritized. We had hoped [these projects would] one day be funded and executed by someone since we weren’t authorized to execute it, even though we had designers, construction managers, quality assurance inspectors, contracting officers, finance officers. We had people, communications, transportation, security, and we had identified these requirements....When [the CPA Administrator] visited in mid-May to Mosul as an example, we gave him $20 million of scope of estimated work that needed to be done; we got $200,000. We left that capacity on the table for a year...that was a huge loss, and it was a loss because of this compartmentalization and this over-centralization.
Bechtel’s second infrastructure contract, awarded in January 2004, was intended to bridge Bechtel’s first contract and the design-build contracts that PMO would manage. When the contract was awarded, Bechtel set up its organization and mobilized staff to manage a $1.8 billion program. Bechtel’s task orders were not issued as quickly as originally anticipated: between January and April 2004, Bechtel received only six job orders, totaling approximately $213 million.209

Bechtel was fully mobilized and could have moved forward to increase services throughout Iraq, as PMO awarded the other design-build contracts.210 In addition, the delay increased Bechtel’s overhead costs, thus reducing the amount available for actual construction.

**CPA INITIATIVES TO MEET IMMEDIATE NEEDS**

During early 2004, CPA expanded the use of DFI funds for the reconstruction program, pending the award of the design-build contracts. CPA thereupon created a new program, the Accelerated Iraq Reconstruction Program (AIRP) and provided more funding to CERP and the Rapid Regional Response Program (R3P).

CPA had created R3P in September 2003 as a civilian equivalent to CERP. The program was “designed to provide maximum flexibility to regional and governorate coordinators in implementing projects responsive to the needs in their areas of responsibility.”211 The R3P was funded by approximately $250 million in DFI funds212 and focused on job creation and small, high-impact projects.213

By January 2004, regions could execute programs up to $500,000 (up from $200,000) without prior Regional Program Coordinator approval.214 However, in at least one region, “personnel did not use effective procedures to monitor performance of contracts; and, in some cases, projects were not monitored at all.”215 SIGIR investiga-
tions uncovered a criminal scheme involving R3P funds in Hilla, Iraq, resulting in the prosecution and imprisonment of several individuals.

In April 2004, the CPA Administrator initiated the AIRP in ten strategic cities: Baghdad, Ba’quba, Falluja, Mosul, Ramadi, Samarra, Tikrit, Najaf, Diwaniya, and Kerbala. Teams deployed to these cities to help local officials prioritize projects. Technical experts assisted with the development of scopes of work, and provided contracting support. Many of the AIRP projects focused on water and sanitation.

According to a June 22, 2004 DoD status report, the AIRP had employed 5,400 Iraqis on projects. Some of those employed completed site preparation work in anticipation of the design-build contracts. At the time of transition, 33 contracts valued at about $130 million had been awarded, and approximately 150 projects, totaling $277 million, had been approved. See infra p. 101.

**INITIAL LOGISTICS CHALLENGES AND DELAYS**

The IRRF 2 supplemental request originally focused on infrastructure projects, not equipment. However, during the development of the first project spend plan, it became clear that senior advisors and the Iraqi ministries wanted funds for non-construction equipment and materials. The spend plan included approximately $4 billion for non-construction and $1.8 billion for capacity building.

In December 2003, the head of PMO asked a Marine Corps Colonel to be PMO’s Director of Reconstruction Logistics, responsible for the acceptance, storage, and wholesale distribution of non-construction equipment and materials. Non-construction items included fire trucks, spare parts, hospital furniture, pumps, generators, and many
of the other needs of the ministries. Non-construction also included equipment for the Iraqi security forces.

Initially, PMO was not set up to manage non-construction projects, including the logistics associated with shipping, handling, insuring, transporting, and storing this equipment. Logistics requirements took time, resources, and more personnel than were available.221

There was a crucial need to support the ministries and the New Iraqi security forces. To fill this need, contracting officers initially used DFI money to buy equipment and materials, often based on anticipated requirements. But there was no logistics system set up to handle the equipment purchased with DFI funds, and there was no specific agency responsible for “inventorying and signing for goods coming into Iraq.”222

Lacking a specific location to send equipment, contracting officers created an end shipping destination: “Baghdad Warehouse.” Initially, no such warehouse in Baghdad existed. When equipment arrived, contracting officers and program managers stored equipment wherever they could. One program manager observed that he “was ordering guns, ammunition, vehicles, and other items with no organized receiving point. For instance, the guns and ammo were going to the basement of the courthouse, the only place we could find.”223

In February-March 2004, an inter-agency assessment team traveled to Baghdad to examine contracting, acquisition, and logistics. Regarding logistics, the team found that the non-construction program was under-resourced and that a plan was needed to “synchronize, prioritize, [and] de-conflict movement of supplemental, non-appropriated, and donated material into theater/country.” An ongoing challenge was “clearly defining requirements for non-construction acquisition.”224
The team developed 17 recommendations to improve management of logistics and the non-construction program, including:
1. Creating a rear contracting office to handle non-construction buys
2. Establishing a non-construction office
3. Creating a program management team to assist the ministries in defining and determining requirements
4. Clarifying who has authority to purchase goods

A similar review by the U.S. Army Audit Agency (USAAA) concluded that, “in the early stages of implementing the FY 2004 IRRF program, a limited number of personnel were available for determining the accuracy of the receiving reports and invoices.” PCO personnel indicated that “spot checks were occasionally performed, but without any standard process. Because of the increased security risks at the time, there was a problem getting personnel to the receiving points to inventory and sign the receiving reports.”

**Logistics Improvements**

The Director of Reconstruction Logistics immediately recognized the need to improve accountability of equipment and supplies entering Iraq. After he received $16 million in DFI seed money, he located two storage facilities—one at the Umm Qasr port and another at Abu Graib—to become principal receiving points for “Baghdad Warehouse” materials. During the summer of 2004, he worked with the contracting team to award a logistics support contract and set up a database to track all equipment entering these two storage facilities.

By the fall of 2004, the logistics team was able to account for all inbound IRRF non-construction equipment and materials that
would be stored at the Umm Qasr port and Abu Graib (this particular team was not responsible for tracking equipment and supplies en route to the warehouse). In January 2006, in a review of the accountability of FY 2004 IRRF funds, USAAA found that “PCO’s process for “receiving goods and services based on the invoice and receiving report” generally followed the required USACE guidance.

The logistics team did continue to experience some management challenges in the process of handling DD250 (material inspection and receiving report) accounts, including the government’s struggle to make timely payments, due to “receiving reports not properly signed and untimely submissions.” This resulted in some vendors becoming unwilling to deliver supplies to Iraq. To resolve this issue, PCO and DCMA developed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) to establish roles and responsibilities, ensuring that a representative was present to receive goods. This MOU was completed in October 2004 and renewed in 2005.

Another significant challenge for the logistics team was personnel turnover. The logistics team consisted of eight certified U.S. government contracting officer representatives who supervised five separate contracts. Over the course of three years, 81 people filled these 8 spots. In addition to the turnover within the logistics team, the turnover within organizations ordering the equipment meant the logistics team continuously had to re-educate them about the importance of proper logistics execution during planning and budgeting.

Project Execution Delays: After the Arrival of the Design-build Contractors

By April 2004, all contracts for program management support as well as the design-build contracts had been awarded, and contractors began to mobilize. Design-build and program management
contractors were given 30 days to mobilize. Although some began work in April, many took 45 days to get started. Concerns about security caused some contractors to delay sending their people to Iraq.

When they arrived, some contractors found an organization unprepared for their arrival. Because the program management contracts were awarded at the same time as the design-build contracts, a solid management structure was not yet in place. One design-build contractor found that contracting officers had not yet received a copy of its contract:

So we’ve been given tasks to mobilize, get ourselves to Iraq, and there was no one in Iraq that had even seen the contract. They had to get it from us.

The contracting office was supposed to receive the contracts 24-48 hours after the contracts were awarded, but the lack of integrated systems prevented this. Some information could be forwarded via email, but some of the files were too large. Most of the actual contracts did not arrive in theater until April 2004. Insufficient project information and slow funding also caused delays.

**INSUFFICIENT PROJECT INFORMATION**

The original goal was to have the program management contractors prepare the scopes of work for the design-build contractors. However, these contracts were not awarded until March 2004. Government staff, who did not necessarily have the skills to adequately complete this task, worked with the USACE contractors to prepare the initial scopes of work:
“So we’ve been given tasks to mobilize, get ourselves to Iraq, and there was no one in Iraq that had even seen the contract. They had to get it from us.”

We knew that [it] had to be done, so we set ourselves to preparing these task orders…it was a very difficult time and challenging time for the people that were here to engage in this task order preparation. The task order preparation is where you define for the design-build contractor exactly what it is that you want him to design and build, involves a lot of leg work, a lot of homework and putting a lot of documents together that eventually become part of the contract that tasks that design-build contractor to do the work. If it’s not done well that part of the design-build contractor’s work will not start out well. So, it was important work, but it was work that wasn’t intended to be…done by…government staff. It was intended to be done by contractors.237

USACE contractors worked with the government sector leads to create the initial sets of scopes of work, which would later be incorporated into task orders. After they were developed, they were put aside in anticipation that people would arrive later to implement them. At that time, the team prioritized efforts based on projects that would make an immediate impact or projects that already had plans in place.238

When program managers began to develop the task orders, they found that the utility of these initial scopes of work varied across sectors.239 In the end, some of the task orders did not provide accurate information on the current condition of Iraq’s infrastructure. Others did not consider existing designs within certain ministries.
In the end, some of the task orders did not provide accurate information on the current condition of Iraq’s infrastructure. Others did not consider existing designs within certain ministries. And some were developed without consulting Iraqis.

And some were developed without consulting Iraqis. Finally, some designs and design standards proved to be unworkable, too technically advanced, or not culturally appropriate. When contractors arrived onsite, unforeseen needs increased costs and delayed construction. For example:

- Before dredging could begin at the Port of Umm Qasr, the piers needed repairs.  
- Unanticipated land ownership issues delayed the construction of court facilities.  
- Unplanned site conditions delayed the construction of primary healthcare centers.

**FUNDING DELAYS**

During the spring of 2004, the original Section 2207 Report became an integral part of the project execution process. PMO program managers packaged projects, using this report as their guide. Then project requests were provided to the PMO finance office. Finance staff members worked with the contracting staff to ensure that task orders could be traced back to project descriptions in the Section 2207 Report.

The IRRF 2 supplemental directed that changes to projects identified in the initial Section 2207 Report must be justified and approved.
One official described this as an arduous process. The PMO finance department then forwarded the request to the Army, and the Army sent it to DoD. DoD provided it to OMB for final approval. OMB then released the funds to the appropriate executing agency. Initially, OMB delayed approval, which stalled the overall process.

I think it’s the age-old dilemma [between Washington and the field], do you trust the people in the field when people back in Washington don’t really know what the people in the field are doing? ...I think there was the impression that, at least we thought so [in Iraq], that Washington wanted to look at everything. They wanted to have complete information—if you were working on an oil cap project, they’d want to know, well, who’s the contractor, and how’s it being done, and when’s it going to be finished?... I think that, in my 20-year experience at OMB, this was a level of control and oversight and intervention that I’d never seen before.

The contracting staff could not issue the task order until funds were released. When the money was released, negotiations with the contractor would begin, which often took about 30 to 90 days.

**Effects of Incremental Funding: An Example of Inefficiency**

Most reconstruction projects depend on other projects and must be properly sequenced. A senior advisor commented that “you’ve got to do the right projects at the right time or it doesn’t work. The whole thing will shut down if you don’t do those things in sequence.”

Projects in Iraq, especially in the oil and electricity sectors, were not always developed in the proper sequence.
There was a sequence of events...that had to be done.249 We did the engineering, the design, and parts list for [all the] task orders. [Then PMO] would come in and say, okay, we have [a certain amount of money]. Put it on task order number four. We’d come back, task order four is third in line to 11, 15, 19—you have to do 11, 15, and 19 first, before you do 4...We couldn’t get the thought process linked and sequenced to be able to do anything productive.250

Incremental funding, lack of direction, and turnover of staff were contributing factors. “There was never a continuous stream of funding. I went through seven contracting officers in six months. There was never a continuity of leadership, focus, thought...”251

SECURITY DELAYS
All projects were affected by the change in the security situation, which became even more dangerous in April 2004. Some construction projects were destroyed after they were finished.252 Related factors contributed to delays, including reduced workdays to allow for staff to travel during daylight, evacuations because of civil unrest, and the inability of trucks to deliver supplies.253 One project experienced “three evacuations, a hijacking incident, and the ransacking of [two project] offices.”254 Looting, sabotage, and attacks on people occurred at some of the infrastructure contractors’ construction sites.255

QUANTIFYING THE DELAYS
PMO asked the design-build contractors to deploy to the region just after signing their contracts. They were given initial mobilization task orders to do so, and the contractors rapidly deployed assets to Iraq. It naturally takes time to mobilize and begin projects. But, due to the constraints discussed above (security, funding, inappropriate
scopes of work, and indecision) the design-build contractors were not immediately put to work by PMO. Under their cost plus contracts, the contractors continued to incur costs and charge overhead costs to the government, even though many were not working on actual reconstruction projects.

A recent SIGIR audit on this issue stated that 5 of the 12 design-build contractors charged $27 million in mobilization costs, $62.1 million in administrative costs, and only $26.7 million in direct project costs between March and November 2004.256

Of these five contractors, the first to receive a task order did so three months after it arrived in Iraq; one contractor waited nine months before substantial work began. The latter contractor, KBR, received its mobilization task order on February 14, 2004, but did not begin substantial work until November 19, 2004. During this time KBR billed $52.7 million in administrative costs and $13.4 million in project costs. This is only a partial account of the indirect costs incurred during this time.257 Administrative task orders were not issued immediately, and when issued, they were not issued to all of the design-build contractors.

OVERCOMING IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES AND DELAYS: AN EXAMPLE OF COOPERATION

The Blackwater incident in Falluja in April 2004 was a “defining moment, and everything changed.”258 It changed the way many contractors operated. The deteriorated security situation caused some contractors to run their programs remotely. Other contractors managing both construction and non-construction projects reduced security risks by calling on their Iraqi counterparts and the U.S. military.

Some contractors moved to northern Iraq and other safer areas,
and they relied on their Iraqi staff to run the day-to-day aspects of the projects. Iraqi engineers and other employees working on the USAID-funded infrastructure project continued field inspections of work sites. Iraq subcontractors were able to continue work on many water and sanitation projects even in areas where daily fighting was underway. Attacks appeared to target U.S. personnel; thus, it was important to reduce the appearance that projects were run by Americans.

Officials and contractors stressed the need to hire and train local counterparts at the beginning of a reconstruction program. Iraqi involvement not only helped develop capacity, it minimized security risks.

OVERCOMING IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES AND DELAYS: ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF COOPERATION

In spring 2004, USAID and the 1st Cavalry Division (1st Cav) of the U.S. Army overcame many obstacles to progress by combining their strengths: USAID, through OTI, had the processes in place to issue grants, and the 1st Cav had people to provide protection and oversight. Together they implemented projects focused on job creation, with the common goal of improving security and basic services, such as sewage collection, trash removal, and water and electricity distribution. By focusing on these initiatives, USAID and 1st Cav demonstrated to the Iraqi people a presence on the ground that could enhance their quality of life.

Members of USAID and 1st Cav jointly approached the CPA Administrator, who approved the realignment of $162 million to support this effort. USAID and 1st Cav worked together to develop a scope of work for the project and then used OTI's fast and efficient grant mechanism to initiate the work. Ultimately, the
The contractors and employees hired to manage contractors or design and build projects arrived in April and May 2004. They found an organization again in transition. On November 15, 2003, it was announced that the United States would transition authority to the Iraqis by July 1, 2004. And on May 11, 2004, President Bush announced that by June 30, 2004, the PMO would be dissolved and replaced by two new offices, PCO and IRMO.

Contractors arriving during this transition were faced with an unexpected challenge:

...we finally got...the majority of the contractors there in May. We did away with [the] PMO in July, and then we started [another] new organization.
The third phase of the Iraq reconstruction program focused on jump-starting the infrastructure reconstruction effort, improving management systems and practices—including oversight—and responding to a continuing parade of organizational and programmatic shifts. Although progress was made in these areas, it was often reactive. And many of these program management enhancements were not fully implemented until a year or more after the start of the IRRF 2 program.

Roles and Responsibilities Shifted and Clarified

During the year following the dissolution of CPA, several significant organizational changes realigned program management responsibilities and functions among the various entities involved in the Iraq reconstruction program.

In May 2004, National Security Presidential Directive 36 (NSPD 36) made DoS responsible for the U.S. reconstruction program in Iraq, “with the exception of U.S. efforts relating to security and military operations, which would be the responsibility of DoD.” 271 As a result, PMO’s duties were split between two new temporary organizations after the transition—the DoS-run Iraq Reconstruction Management Office and the DoD-led Project and Contracting Office. IRMO took on the overall management of the Iraq reconstruction program; PCO was tasked with acquisition and project management support for DoD construction and non-construction projects. USAID reported to the Chief of Mission and coordinated
with IRMO and PCO. This coordination, however, was inconsistent.

Under the new regime, IRMO’s responsibilities for the reconstruction program included “strategic planning, prioritizing requirements, monitoring spending, and coordinating with the military commander.” 272 “The ministry advisors...essentially had the responsibility for looking at the program and prioritizing where the dollars went.” 273 This was an important shift.

PMO had played a paramount role in providing program requirements, which is not typical for an executing entity. With the transition, PCO took on a more traditional program management role, executing priorities outlined by IRMO and others. 274 But the legacy of PMO resulted in some jurisdictional tension between PCO and IRMO.

PCO maintained responsibility for approximately $13.4 billion of the $18.4 billion, and the Army provided oversight of the PCO. 275 PCO also oversaw the program’s financial management system used to prepare the quarterly Section 2207 Report (a former responsibility of PMO). But PCO did not oversee other executing agencies. 276

Other changes included the creation of the Joint Contracting Command–Iraq (JCC-I) on November 12, 2004, through FRAGO 09-668. This office was established because of the plethora of DoD offices involved in contract administration. JCC-I aimed at streamlining contracting procedures and processes. 277 PCO and JCC-I leadership decided to have GRD perform contract administration support of awarded task orders. 278 Although this arrangement began in spring/summer 2004, GRD and JCC-I did not sign a formal MOU until July 21, 2005. 279

One reason for this delegation was GRD’s field presence. JCC-I was located principally in Baghdad, but GRD has offices in north,
central, and southern Iraq. Because of this decentralization, GRD staff members could see the results on the ground and better respond to contractor needs and questions. JCC-I, GRD, and PCO created a matrix that delineated GRD and PCO’s responsibilities. Before contract definitization, most contract actions were the responsibility of the PCO. After definitization, most contract actions were the responsibility of GRD.

In March 2005, PCO submitted a plan to merge with GRD. Preparations for this merger continued during the remainder of 2005, and the consolidation took place on December 4, 2005. The change recognized the increased number of projects moving into phases in the USACE area of expertise—from construction management to closeout. On October 14, 2006, PCO’s office in Iraq closed, leaving GRD responsible for overseeing the completion of its portion of the IRRF 2 construction program (the remaining $13.4 billion).

EFFECTS OF ORGANIZATIONAL SHIFTS

These large organizational shifts were accomplished to improve interagency and intra-agency coordination. A USACE manager noted that one of the few times when the project management business process truly worked was when the program managers, field managers, and financial staff were all in the same office and could talk as issues arose. Beginning in the summer of 2004, PCO and USAID directors met every morning to improve communication, assign new work to the entity that could best and most rapidly execute it, and improve the inconsistent relationship that had existed between PMO and USAID.

The creation of these new offices, such as IRMO, PCO, and GRD, also created confusion about jurisdiction. Although IRMO selected projects and provided money, a former head of PCO believed that he
was not obligated to report to the IRMO director, but rather, to three other people: the military commander, the Secretary of the Army, and the Chief of Mission. The Chief of Mission would work with IRMO to determine programs, but ultimately these programs were approved by the Chief of Mission.285

USACE, which managed many of the projects, did not report to IRMO, and JCC-I, which assigned many of the contracting officers, did not report to IRMO or PCO. The many layers of management, including the program management contractors, made it difficult to determine who had ultimate authority over money, people, and projects. One former IRMO advisor recognized that the complicated management structure truly increased the importance of personal relationships.286

An April 2005 DoS draft assessment of the electricity sector highlighted this complicated management structure:

There are two project management organizations, the [PCO] and USAID. PCO has hired Parsons as their owner-engineer to design and manage projects. USAID uses Bechtel as both project manager and primary contractor. IRMO Electric office decides on projects to be completed and assigns them to PCO and USAID to be executed. An example of this complex relationship is the Doura Steam plant rehabilitation of units 5 and 6. The [Ministry of Electricity] is the project manager. Bechtel is the prime contractor for USAID and subcontracts to Siemens and Emerson for generator and controls work. Siemens, under a UNDP contract, is subcontracting to Babcock for boiler work. The [Ministry of Electricity] is accountable for the

The many layers of management, including the program management contractors, made it difficult to determine who had ultimate authority over money, people, and projects.
remainder of the plant work. Each contractor manages within [its] own scope but lack[s] accountability for the success of systems that cut across individual contractor scope. When one contractor at Doura was asked who is accountable for all the pieces fitting together, he said he was only accountable to doing his part. The [Ministry of Electricity] is ultimately accountable for project success, but they do not have project management skills and they do not seem to want to accept responsibility for success. A better approach is to have one experienced design and project manager over the entire job that can integrate and direct all subcontractor work.287

The Reconstruction Program’s Realignment

When the U.S. Mission-Iraq took over from CPA, the overall Iraq reconstruction program faced the challenge of the third significant leadership change within 18 months. And with this shift came a comprehensive review of the overall reconstruction program. This review resulted in an extensive realignment of priorities, and a series of reprogrammings that entailed a greater focus on security, economic development, and democracy building.

Two other realignments took place—one in the fall of 2004 and another in the spring of 2005. These three realignments profoundly affected the shape and the execution of the reconstruction program. They also aggravated the already difficult operating environment for the reconstruction program managers, who found it difficult to implement projects in an atmosphere of continuously shifting priorities.

The first review examined the original IRRF 2 spend plan and the current status of the program, identified and pulled together the priorities and needs of the various stakeholders (including other donors), and developed a new plan based on these changing priorities.288 One aim of this effort was to shift money from planned
These three realignments **profoundly affected the execution** of the reconstruction program... **managers found it difficult to implement projects in an atmosphere of continuously shifting priorities.**

projects (that were not scheduled to begin until mid-to-late 2005) to high-impact projects.²⁸⁹

Realigning the reconstruction program was done in partnership with all U.S. government implementing agencies and the IIG:²⁹⁰

[The new General and Ambassador] had established a partnership before they came out there. They were in agreement that the focus of the program was going to be on security, democracy, and economic growth.

In the realignment process...the MNF-I put [in]...a bid for funds and then MNSTC-I came in with their bid for funds. The senior advisors each got a vote in terms of their bid for funds. The PCO had a vote in terms of holding on to its funds....And USAID had an opportunity to bid on funds, and all of us had an opportunity to say how we thought the program ought to be running.

Everybody got a chance to bid and everybody got their thoughts on the table. That was the interagency process that had essentially never taken place up until then...

It gave us a chance to get in on the policy end of it. Win or lose, you got to speak your piece. You got to assist in the process of making policy, and then when the assignments were handed out, we had very clear lanes of implementation. We knew what it was we were supposed to do.
But I think that there was a substantial change at that point and the whole process was much more transparent, and there was much better cooperation between the executing agencies.291

In September of 2004, the Congress approved the realignment of $3.46 billion of IRRF 2 among various sectors with a focus on “improving security, increasing Iraqi employment, and supporting the democratic transition in Iraq.”292 Funds for economic reform, private sector development, and agriculture increased by $380 million; democracy programs received $180 million; and jobs programs received $286 million. The security sector received an additional $1.8 billion, with the majority of it allocated for training and equipping Iraqi security forces.293 Most of the money for these reallocations came from the water and electricity sectors because these sectors originally received the most funds and the majority of projects in these sectors were not scheduled to begin until mid-2005.294 The water sector’s budget was cut by nearly half.

**ONGOING REALIGNMENTS**

The second realignment in the fall of 2004 moved some money back into the electricity sector to support the restoration of essential services in those areas most directly affected by the insurgency.295

A further realignment in spring 2005 focused on sustainability and capacity development; $607 million was allocated for a “management program (including operations and maintenance for the electricity and water sectors).”296 The April 2005 *Section 2207 Report* presented the rationale behind this shift:

(1) the original estimate of the damage done to the basic infrastructure from decades of neglect and warfare was significantly underestimated; as a result, more time and resources are required to stand-up
and maintain systems than originally thought; and (2) the limited capacity of the Iraqi government to provide their own resources for near-term reconstruction.297

Between October 1, 2005, and December 31, 2005, an additional $253.3 million was realigned within and among sectors.298 Money was moved out of several infrastructure sectors, including electricity, health care, transportation, and water, and into non-construction sectors such as the justice, public safety infrastructure, and civil society sector as well as the education, refugees, and human rights sector.299

The following list illustrates the types of projects that lost more than $10 million because of the realignments:

- a transmission project
- Umm Qasr to Basrah water pipeline and sewage treatment plant
- a civil aviation project
- a potable water project
- nationwide hospital and clinic improvements

As of January 2006, strategy changes had resulted in more than $5 billion in realignments and reallocations: $3.46 billion in September 2004 and an additional $2.128 billion thereafter.301 See Figure 3.

Although the realignments were consistent with evolving policy, the continuous reviews of the program caused frustration among some program managers,302 specifically regarding the drag that reprogrammings effected upon program momentum. A PCO official observed that “there needed to come a time when we stopped talking, stopped analyzing, and just executed the program.”303 “The impact of incremental reprogramming [had] a significant detrimental effect on the momentum of program execution… (it slows the pace) and consequently [resulted] in increased overhead costs.”304
The realignments unfolded within an environment of regular change among U.S. and Iraqi leadership. A former PCO Director of Programs noted that, although the ministries and advisors could articulate their needs at any given time, the turnover in leadership positions (three Iraqi governments in three years) made institutional progress difficult.\textsuperscript{305}

**IMPACT OF REALIGNMENTS**

**Funding and Project Delays**

The realignment process caused funding delays that challenged program management and contracting officials. During the fourth quarter, FY 2004 (July-September 2004), all funding for the design-build program, except for the security and justice sector, was frozen, pending the completion of the Mission’s review and re-prioritization of reconstruction plans.\textsuperscript{306} These funds were not released until the end of September 2004, which delayed the issuance of task orders and prevented work from starting.\textsuperscript{307} “We lost 60 to 90 days of construction because we didn’t have the money from the fourth quarter.”\textsuperscript{308}

It was the uncertainty of funding or [finding out] that funding will be pulled away because the strategy has changed, and suddenly there’s a new priority. That’s very difficult because when you’ve got contractors mobilized and suddenly you have no money, you’ve [got to] start sending them home.\textsuperscript{309}

Delays caused during the April 2005 realignment directly affected the electricity and water sectors. Funds were withheld and then reinstated six months later, “causing delays in awarding task orders and contracts. The delay increased the burden on the program management and contracting teams in Iraq to develop project scopes of
work, to make the necessary awards, and to obligate funds before the expiration of the IRRF 2 on September 30, 2006.”

**Effect on Ongoing Projects**

The realignments also impacted ongoing projects. For example, a budget cut resulted in the cancellation of a water distribution system project that would have connected to the Erbil/Ifraz wastewater treatment plant (WTP). In the public works and water sector, “lack of funding for three and a half months resulted in actual Iraqi employment lagging original projection.”

Effects of the reprogrammings included the cancellation of six transmission projects, eight primary healthcare centers, three large water treatment projects, and a reduction in scope of a project to renovate a water channel.

Other projects received additional funds during these realignments. For instance, the rule-of-law program received an additional $53.6 million, democracy building received $38.5 million, and ministerial capacity building received $20 million.
**Significant Realignments 2004-2006**

Figure 3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Security and Law Enforcement</td>
<td>3,243</td>
<td>3,243</td>
<td>3,243</td>
<td>3,235</td>
<td>5,045</td>
<td>5,045</td>
<td>5,036</td>
<td>5,017.6</td>
<td>5,017.6</td>
<td>5,036</td>
<td>5,036</td>
<td>5,036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice, Public Safety Infrastructure, and Civil Society</td>
<td>1,318</td>
<td>1,476</td>
<td>1,489</td>
<td>1,484</td>
<td>1,953</td>
<td>1,953</td>
<td>2,130</td>
<td>2,188.5</td>
<td>2,242.5</td>
<td>2,349.8</td>
<td>2,354.7</td>
<td>2,326.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>5,560</td>
<td>5,560</td>
<td>5,539</td>
<td>5,465</td>
<td>4,350</td>
<td>4,369</td>
<td>4,308</td>
<td>4,318.5</td>
<td>4,309.8</td>
<td>4,220</td>
<td>4,220</td>
<td>4,220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>1,890</td>
<td>1,701</td>
<td>1,701</td>
<td>1,701</td>
<td>1,701</td>
<td>1,723</td>
<td>1,723</td>
<td>1,723</td>
<td>1,735.6</td>
<td>1,724</td>
<td>1,724</td>
<td>1,724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Resources and Sanitation</td>
<td>4,332</td>
<td>4,332</td>
<td>4,148</td>
<td>4,247</td>
<td>2,311</td>
<td>2,279</td>
<td>2,157</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>2,146.6</td>
<td>2,131.1</td>
<td>2,131</td>
<td>2,131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation and Telecommunications</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>508.4</td>
<td>508.5</td>
<td>465.5</td>
<td>469.1</td>
<td>469.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roads, Bridges, and Construction</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>333.7</td>
<td>333.7</td>
<td>337.7</td>
<td>337.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care</td>
<td>793</td>
<td>793</td>
<td>793</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>739</td>
<td>746.3</td>
<td>784.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Sector Development</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>805.3</td>
<td>805.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, Refugees, Human Rights, and Governance</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3**

Management of DFI Funds

After the transition from CPA, IIG took over the management and control of DFI funds. But IIG was not prepared to administer and manage CPA contracts.³¹⁵ Thus, on June 15, 2004, the Iraqi Ministry of Finance gave the PMO director the responsibility to manage and “facilitate disbursements for contracts signed by the former CPA, requiring payment subsequent to June 28, 2004.”³¹⁶ The Minister of Finance stated that this responsibility would transfer to “the Chief of Mission of the United States Embassy and the Commander of the Multi-National Force-Iraq on June 30, 2004.”³¹⁷

But immediately after the transition, no single U.S. agency had responsibility for the administration of DFI contracts. KPMG noted that, as of December 2004, PCO, USACE, Coalition forces, DoD, DoS, and Treasury were separately “performing budgeting, project management, contract administration, legal accounting, finance, and inspector general functions” of DFI contracts.³¹⁸ JCC-I later became appointed as the responsible party for administering these DFI contracts.

As late as April 2005, U.S. agencies did not have complete accounting records of DFI contracts, nor did they have details of the procedures, policies, and controls necessary to effectively document and monitor DFI projects. This problem was cited in various audits spanning late-2004 to mid-2005. In an April 2005 audit, SIGIR noted that PCO and the Joint Area Support Group-Central (JASG-C) Comptroller could not accurately identify the current value of obligations, payments, and unpaid obligations for DFI contracts.³¹⁹ SIGIR made 40 recommendations to the JASG-C, JCC-I, and the U.S. Ambassador.

In April 2006, SIGIR found that each organization had implemented the majority of the recommendations, although some were
still in the process. However, a January 2007 SIGIR audit found that the U.S. government spent $1.4 million on audit services and equipment, but “DFI accountability has only slightly improved, and seven recommendations directed to the Joint Area Support Group-Central remain open.”

The transfer of DFI contract administration continues to be a challenge. A KPMG audit that examined DFI funds through June 2005 stated that, although the United States had a committee to manage the handover of DFI-funded contracts, it did not have a comprehensive strategy. An audit conducted by Ernst and Young, which examined DFI funds from June 2005 to December 2005, reaffirmed many of KPMG’s findings, stating “the U.S. agencies did not maintain a complete and accurate database of outstanding contractual commitments for contracts signed by the former CPA.”

**Shift in Management Approach for Infrastructure Projects**

In July 2004, the U.S. Mission, PCO leadership, and U.S. military commanders focused on starting construction projects. One former PCO official stated: “If we don’t move projects forward, we will just churn money—whether it is right or wrong, we just need to do something.” At this time, the design-build contractors were in place, but only 200 construction projects had actually started. Of more than $11 billion of IRRF funds that had been apportioned, only $366 million had been disbursed. Between August and December 2004, the pace of the program quickened: PCO construction starts grew by 91%, from 610 to 1167, and disbursements nearly doubled.

Design-build contractors were hired partly because the U.S. government is not structured to have sufficient personnel to man-
age and execute large-scale infrastructure projects. The design-build contractors possessed organic management expertise and were charged with overseeing U.S., Iraqi, and third-country subcontractors. SIGIR audits have documented shortfalls in these areas by some contractors.

The design-build contractors were also rewarded for their use of Iraqi subcontractors. As a result, much of the actual construction work was completed by local and regional firms, creating multiple layers of contractors for each project.

The construction of one of Bechtel’s projects, the Basrah Children’s Hospital, illustrates the layered structure typical of design-build contractors in Iraq. USAID issued a job order to Bechtel, which in turn hired a consortium of three contractors to design and build the hospital. These subcontractors hired additional local subcontractors and laborers to complete the work and were responsible for providing on-site project management and supervision. In this one instance, there were at least four layers of management, and each relied on the next to provide appropriate oversight. Iraqi subcontractors performed about 75% of Bechtel’s work in Iraq.330

The use of multiple layers of subcontractors, especially for construction projects, is not uncommon and can be quite effective.331 However, in Iraq, managing the subcontractors proved difficult for many of the design-build contractors. Many of the Iraqi contractors did not have sophisticated management systems; some had none. Moreover, the Iraqi subcontractors had to be trained in everything from safety and procurement policies to quality assurance.332

One contractor waived insurance requirements for some Iraqi firms and helped others obtain operating funds.333 Some local contractors did not understand U.S. government rules, regulations, and expectations. For example, the U.S. government expects that items
The use of **multiple layers of subcontractors, especially for construction projects, is not uncommon and can be quite effective.** However, in Iraq, **managing the subcontractors proved difficult** for many of the design-build contractors.

Some Iraqi vendors provided used items in original packaging.\(^{334}\) Some of the delays for infrastructure projects were caused by the failure of Iraqi subcontractors to understand and conform to international standards.\(^{335}\)

As the security situation devolved, the design-build contractors relied more heavily on local subcontractors to complete work. Bechtel and others moved many of their full-time staff to Amman, Jordan, where managers continued to provide oversight remotely.\(^{336}\) In some cases, as a number of SIGIR inspections and audits have shown, this oversight proved too limited to ensure proper project completion.

**IRAQI-LED CONSTRUCTION**

In summer 2004, PCO and IRMO leadership decided to expand the strategy for infrastructure reconstruction beyond the prime design-build contractors. Program managers “needed any and all ways of showing progress.”\(^{337}\) The new plan was to hire local firms to construct smaller projects in addition to, or instead of, the design-build contractors.\(^{338}\) To do this, a management team “established a portfolio of lower-risk projects to contract in the open market.”\(^{339}\) They decided to start with a roads project in Diyala and extend the initiative based on the results of this project.
Increasing the number of contractors involved in the IRRF 2 program posed a challenge for PCO program managers. Managers needed to assess the risks and trade-offs associated with managing more local firms. Although design-build contractors were responsible for managing their subcontractors, whether they were from Iraq, the United States, or a third country, hiring more Iraqi firms directly required the government to take “on the risk of overseeing many more contractors in terms of execution and contract administration”\textsuperscript{340} without a fully staffed organization.

As of October 2005, upwards of 25\% of the total dollar value of IRRF 2 construction projects had gone to Iraqi firms, either as direct contracts or through design-build contractors. GRD-PCO noted that it continued to increase this percentage.\textsuperscript{341}

...the proportion of construction projects and dollars awarded to Iraqi firms either as direct contracts or subcontracts continued to expand. Most direct contracts—in terms of projects—were awarded in the [following sectors: facilities and transportation; communication; and electricity].\textsuperscript{342}

\textbf{Iraqi-led Management: An Example}

Despite the challenges project managers faced overseeing Iraqi contractors, the shift proved to be beneficial in some areas, especially in the railway sub-sector. Local subcontractors who had experience working on railroads were hired to complete the work. PCO hired three experienced local engineers to oversee the contractors’ work. And the Iraqi Republic Railway Commission (IRRC), which drove many of the priorities, had a clear understanding of the railroad system and knew what was required to complete the job. The team was able to communicate and prioritize, given a finite amount of resources, and stay focused so they could accomplish the task.\textsuperscript{343}
There were challenges associated with executing projects in this sub-sector, including construction delays and managing costs and security risks. But PCO managers felt the team worked well together. In addition, the IRRC had a straightforward goal: fix the stations, fix the tracks, and fix the communication system. The team focused on basic, standard, railway construction. They did not attempt to use the newest technology. They looked to the simplest solution instead of the best technology to complete the job,\textsuperscript{344} something not all teams in Iraq did.

\textbf{COMMUNITY OWNERSHIP}

Some contractors worked with community groups to complete smaller-scale infrastructure projects. For example, a community group applied for a USAID-funded grant and worked with an Iraqi engineer to hire a local contractor to oversee construction. After the community group accepted the work, payments were made to local contractors. Grants managers were based throughout the country to oversee the projects. Projects often took longer to complete, but the community took ownership of the process.\textsuperscript{345}

Several USAID and DoD officials told SIGIR that it was important to engage local citizens and contractors earlier in a reconstruction effort, especially on community-based infrastructure projects.\textsuperscript{346} However, officials also noted the importance of selecting and coordinating these efforts with larger-scale infrastructure projects. USAID noted: “It may be useful to use local firms to construct or rehabilitate small projects like water or sewer pumping stations. However, without a source of treated water from rehabilitated sewage treatment facilities, the utility of the smaller projects will not be realized.”\textsuperscript{347}
REGIONAL MANAGEMENT

PMO started out with a centralized focus as it set up its operations and initiated its projects. However, PMO planned to move project managers into the field as more projects started. As part of the transition plan, PMO put together a strategy for regional teams to work in each of the 18 governorates to gather local priorities and communicate these to the central office in Baghdad. These teams would coordinate with local leaders and military commanders on construction projects. Further, these teams would take over the regional presence that CPA had established during its tenure. As part of the transition from CPA to the IIG, several regional CPA offices closed.

PMO recognized that it would be valuable to move project managers into the regions to align reconstruction efforts with regional priorities and the U.S. military. PCO, however, had limited success in implementing PMO’s plan. Initially, DoS did not support this proposal, primarily because of security concerns. And PCO did not have enough staff to fill these slots.

One regional program manager expressed concern over the lack of human resources in the field:

A strong and visible PCO presence at all levels of reconstruction is needed to ensure the success of IRRF. In order to fully support the interests of all Coalition members, the Iraqi people and the military ground commanders, PCO must deliver the necessary people and resources to adequately lead and manage the reconstruction effort. The greatest contributing factor to PCO’s slow start and limited credibility with the MSCs, State Department, and local Iraqis has been the inadequate presence of PCO personnel in the field. Not committing qualified and capable personnel will only further exacerbate our difficulties.
**Regional Management: An Example**

In April 2004, PMO created AIRP, funded by DFI, to initiate projects that could be “quickly implemented to improve the daily lives of the Iraqi people, by creating jobs and providing additional security.”

These projects were to be high-impact and focus on infrastructure, including bridges and roads. Work was to be carried out in coordination with local councils, the military, and various ministries.

Although all of the AIRP projects had been contracted by the end of June 2004, many still had not yet begun.

After the dissolution of CPA, many of the staff responsible for implementing AIRP projects concluded their term. One program manager replaced a regional team of seven or eight people. He was tasked with the management of a $50 million AIRP program with 136 projects, ranging from $18,000 to $4 million. To assist him, he had one Iraqi engineer. Together, they faced several challenges.

First, they operated exclusively with cash. The local military commander assigned an Army captain to act as the pay agent for the reconstruction program. When cash was needed, he would fly to Baghdad, fill a duffle bag with cash, and bring it back. Because of the inconsistent cash controls earlier in the effort, this team decided it was necessary to keep as much cash on hand as possible so they could pay vendors and contractors reliably. At one point, the team had $23 million in cash in storage. By the spring of 2005, more stringent cash controls were put in place.

Second, the region lacked continuity in contracting and financial management staff associated with this program. Over one year, there were about five contracting officers and five finance officers. The main office in Baghdad provided little support or guidance on processes and procedures. The team thus created their own.
Although faced with enormous execution challenges, this AIRP program completed about 80% of its projects between May 2004 and June 2005. After July 2004, none of the projects were canceled or de-scoped. This success is directly attributable to the cooperation of Iraqi engineers, the local Iraqi government, and the U.S. military. Well-trained local engineers were hired and priority was given to local contractors—not just Iraqi, but members of the dominant tribe, which reduced security problems.

The program management team put in safeguards against corruption and established oversight processes and procedures. To reduce corruption, they put up signs in local areas to increase public awareness of the projects. Before the program manager made a payment, contractors submitted an approved invoice that included pictures (digital cameras were provided to the engineers). The engineers and the relevant ministry and/or the local council reviewed and approved each invoice. In late July 2004, the management team also created a Project Quality Review Board to give Iraqis ownership of the reconstruction efforts in their region.\(^{358}\)

**Controlling Progress and Performance of Projects: Measuring Performance**

After the transition, IRMO, PCO, and USAID each put a concerted effort into the development of a more formal metrics framework. For example, PCO's framework, a draft of which was completed on September 30, 2004, comprised four main categories:

- output/outcome
- project and financial performance
- special contract requirements
- capacity-building metrics\(^{359}\)
PCO’s sector program managers were responsible for gathering and monitoring data for all projects based on this framework. This information fed into PCO’s monthly reports. PCO also initiated regular review meetings to monitor high-impact, high-dollar projects in each of the main sectors. These reviews focused on three key performance indicators—scope, cost, and schedule. During these meetings, contracting officers and program managers reviewed progress and discussed concerns. The overarching goal was to identify projects that would not be delivered on budget and to develop alternatives.360

Although PCO’s analytical framework applied to all projects, initial high-level reviews were conducted only of major task orders. A USAAA audit identified a need to monitor all projects, at all levels, regardless of size, complexity, or importance.361

Insufficient and ineffective management, monitoring, and communication between contractors and the U.S. government sometimes led to delayed construction, cost overruns, and an unclear understanding of projects started and completed. For example, an earlier identification of potential problems associated with the management of the primary healthcare facilities could have led to remedial actions that would have allowed for the completion of these buildings. Rather, corrective actions were not taken until July 2005, more than a year after the task orders were awarded, and, as a result, the vast majority of the clinics in the program were not completed.362

The late focus on metrics made it difficult to coordinate information across agencies. In particular, the lack of consistent definitions, assumptions, and common metrics across agencies working on similar projects caused “a potential for misunderstanding by USAID/ Washington and other interested users.”363
The rehabilitation of schools throughout Iraq provides an illustrative example. GRD-PCO, USAID, and USAID’s contractors each used a different definition of a rehabilitated school. For reporting purposes, USAID’s definition was “schools for which rehabilitation work was started but not necessarily completed.” USAID’s contractor, however, considered a school rehabilitated when “all the work was performed and inspected, and the final payment made.” This difference led to a report stating that 144 more schools had been finished than were actually completed. GRD-PCO’s program aimed to “refurbish existing facilities to bring them up to an acceptable level, which would be conducive to a good learning environment.”

The tardy focus on metrics limited the USG’s ability to assess the impact of certain projects. A July 2006 audit of USAID’s Local Governance program found that it “could not determine if USAID/Iraq’s local governance activities achieved their intended outputs because USAID/Iraq did not require [the contractor] to submit all reporting and monitoring documents specified in the contract.”

Measuring the performance, progress, and impact of Iraq reconstruction projects continues to be difficult because of limited performance data. In February 2006, GAO testified before the Congress that, while broad goals have been established and some progress has been made, “limited performance data and measures make it difficult to determine and report on the progress and impact of U.S. reconstruction.” In February 2006, DoS was still “finalizing a set of metrics to track the impact of the reconstruction efforts.”
Controlling Progress and Performance of Projects: Cost Control

The security situation limited the ability of managers to manage cost effectively. Initial security estimates were included in the vast majority—if not all—of the contracts. Many IRRF 2 projects estimated between 7-10% for security; however, this amount increased as the security situation worsened.³⁷⁰ A Congressional Research Service report found that 10-25% of reconstruction costs went to personnel protection, “draining funds from the purposes for which they were intended.”³⁷¹ GAO reported that under Task Force RIO, security costs for one contractor were 18%, while costs for another contractor were 14.3%.³⁷² More recent reports, including a January 2007 SIGIR fact sheet, conclude that security costs for design-build contractors ranged from 7.6% to 16.7%.³⁷³

But the deteriorating security situation was just one reason why it was difficult to manage costs. PCO, USAID, and IRMO did not always have an appropriate grasp of the actual costs of many of the reconstruction projects. This problem persisted well into 2006, despite steps taken after the transition in June 2004 to determine cost-to-complete estimates, develop a comprehensive cost management plan, and improve the definitization process.

COST TO COMPLETE

P.L. 108-106, passed in November 2003, required CPA/OMB to report quarterly on the progress of all projects under each of the ten sectors and provide cost-to-complete estimates. (This responsibil-
Cost-to-complete estimates are determined by:

- progress toward contract completion to date
- cost of the contract work completed to date
- reasons for variances from initial estimates

Estimates are then developed based on the amount of work remaining to be completed and the cost of that work.

Agencies that received funds from IRRF 2 had to track cost-to-complete information separately, and submit reports quarterly. Project and cost information was then combined and submitted to the *Section 2207 Report*. But agencies did not immediately comply with this requirement.


**Unclear Guidance**

A January 2006 SIGIR audit found that although GRD-PCO, USAID, and MNSTC-I started to produce cost to complete estimates during fall 2005, the estimates were burdened by errors. A significant reason for this was because the legislation did not provide adequate guidance on how to complete these estimates, and IRMO did not provide formal written guidance to these agencies. The audit also found that the agencies did not have strong internal controls and processes to determine cost-to-complete estimates.
For example, in July 2005, GRD-PCO issued a summary outlining its methodology for determining cost to complete; however, it did not widely disseminate this summary across PCO’s sectors, which meant that each sector developed different approaches to determining cost-to-complete estimates. In December 2005, MNSTC-I developed procedures for construction projects, but not non-construction projects. This policy, however, did not include a provision for projecting future costs, which would have aided in determining the total cost of a project. In February 2007, USAID presented IRMO with its formal cost-to-complete policies.

**Inadequate Financial Management Systems**

PCO planned to develop an integrated program and financial information system, but PCO did not complete this system until the spring of 2005, and it was not fully integrated and operational until the summer of 2005. Integrating systems was one of PCO’s greatest challenges. An October 2005 SIGIR audit made these observations:

> PCO management has experienced difficulties integrating financial and program management data across its management information systems infrastructure...The inability to share data has negatively impacted PCO’s ability to link the financial information in CEFMS to program information. Consequently, it is difficult for project management to prepare cost-to-complete estimates.

USAID’s existing system was not set up to handle requests generated from P.L. 108-106, and it could not support requests from PMO and later IRMO. USAID normally tracks its funds by strategic objective; however, IRRF 2 legislation required USAID to track costs by the sectors and sub-sectors described in the IRRF 2 spend...
plan. Initially, USAID created off-line reports by hand, which led to misunderstanding and disagreement about numbers because of different interpretations and data-entry errors. In the spring of 2005, USAID completed a web-based system to track disbursements and obligations by sector and sub-sector. This greatly facilitated reporting. USAID staff recommended creating a standing set of funding categories and reporting requirements that could be used across agencies for future interagency contingency operations.

**PCO’s Comprehensive Cost-Management Plan**

Recognizing the need for a more effective way to measure costs, PCO leadership developed a comprehensive cost-management plan, which received final approval in March 2005. The document emphasized managing administrative overhead costs of design-build contractors. The plan relied “on a combination of risk-management tools, contingency-management tools, and earned-value principles [to] gauge the effectiveness of individual sectors as they execute their respective programs.”

In April 2005, an assessment team went to Iraq to review the financial management of IRRF 2. The team found that, despite improvements made to managing costs, there was still no strategic approach for handling cost overruns. It recommended that weekly reviews, “project by project,” be conducted to ensure projects were executed “in a manner consistent with current time-to-complete and cost-to-complete estimates.”

But challenges with cost management continued. In January 2006, USAAA noted that CEFMS, the financial management system used by PCO, still lacked “written guidance describing its financial management system procedures,” causing some control weaknesses. In response to the USAAA report, GRD-PCO developed a number of
standard operating procedures and issued guidance that addressed and satisfied USAAAs’s recommendations. The most recent version was completed in September 2006.

In July 2006, when 70% of IRRF 2 had been expended, cost management continued to be a concern of both USAID and PCO. Several projects continued to report cost overruns, while data for other projects were not adequate to conduct a proper trend analysis. In periodic reviews of the financial information in the Iraq Reconstruction Management System (IRMS), SIGIR has identified a number of data entry errors, reporting irregularities, and inconsistencies.

SIGIR’s audit of the Basrah Children’s Hospital illustrates the continuing challenges agencies and contractors have had in managing costs. In November 2003, Congress allocated $50 million in IRRF 2 funds to build a pediatric facility in Basrah. USAID estimated that the original completion date would be December 2005. However, contracting delays and problematic program oversight pushed this date to July 2007. In its July 2006 audit, SIGIR estimated that the hospital would cost an additional $69.5-$89.5 million to construct.

**EARNED VALUE MANAGEMENT AND IMPROVEMENTS TO DEFINITIZATION PROCESS**

PCO used earned value management (EVM) as the primary metric to monitor and manage project costs. EVM can allow for visibility of costs and realistic planning. However, EVM is not an effective tool until a project is definitized because the method requires an agreed-on completion cost and schedule. EVM’s effectiveness was limited because of the complicated definitization process and various managers’ different approaches to EVM.

Although program management contractors were required to use EVM, no standard approach was prescribed in their contracts.
Therefore, the contractors in each sector used different methods.\textsuperscript{394} This limited the ability to have a standard method across PCO sectors.

The Cost Management Plan, approved in March 2005, outlined PCO standards for EVM. It clarified responsibilities and definitions and established a procedure that could be followed across PCO:

- Design-build contractors were required to execute projects using a Work Breakdown Structure.
- Design-build contractors were required to establish a base schedule with financial information. These schedules would be incorporated into the Resident Management System.
- Actual data would be updated and analyzed at least monthly.
- Sector program managers would be responsible for performing EVM, using the Primavera software, and maintaining all data and records.\textsuperscript{395}

\textbf{KEY CONTRACTING TERMS}

\textbf{Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ)} contracts “provide for an indefinite quantity, within stated maximum and minimum limits, of specific supplies or services” to be furnished within an unspecified time period. Under these contracts, task orders are issued on either a \textit{cost-reimbursement} (e.g., cost-plus) or \textit{fixed-price} basis.

Under \textbf{fixed-price} task orders, “payment is made to the contractor on the basis of pre-established prices.”

Under \textbf{cost-reimbursement} task orders, the U.S. government reimburses the contractor for all allowable, allocable, and reasonable contract costs. Cost-reimbursement contracts are typically used in risky situations when the U.S. government is unable to provide sufficient information for offerors to accurately determine a competitive price.

The SIGIR report, *Iraq Reconstruction: Lessons in Contracting and Procurement*, discussed the problems with definitizing task orders under the design-build construction contracts—the finalization of negotiations between the government and contractors about the specific work to be done, costs, and schedules for individual projects. These challenges affected PCO’s ability to effectively control the costs of specific projects and overall indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity (IDIQ) design-build contracts.

Of note, a July 2006 SIGIR audit stated that the Federal Acquisition Regulation and the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement do not provide specific direction on the definitization of task orders under IDIQ contracts. But contracting officers in Iraq felt that they had a “fiduciary responsibility to protect the government, including the timely definitization of task orders under IDIQ contracts.”\(^{396}\) The U.S. Army concluded that task orders under IDIQ contracts would be considered undefinitized if the terms and conditions were not agreed on before the beginning of a project.

Definitization is extremely important to control the contractors’ rate of expenditure, or burn rate. Because the design-build contracts were cost-plus, as soon as contractors mobilized they started to incur and charge costs. Definitization enabled PCO managers to establish clear expectations about the work that would be performed under individual task orders. Such information allowed managers to better inform the public and the government about the program and provide clear reasoning for adjustments to initial plans.\(^{397}\)

During the summer and fall of 2004, PCO took steps to improve the definitization process, including creating a single administrative task order. This task order covered all administrative costs in IDIQ contracts, instead of including overhead as part of each individual construction task order. This gave managers a better understand-
ing of the direct and indirect costs associated with the work of the contractors. By segregating costs, PCO could also avoid paying for the same indirect costs for two different projects.

This required contractors to change their accounting and billing systems, which they did, but at a cost. This change would have been easier if the billing system had been set up this way at the beginning. Instead, it became more complex because it was done after the fact. By March 2005, administrative costs for several contracts were separated.398

**USAID’s Method**

Although both USAID’s and PCO’s infrastructure contracts were cost-plus contracts, the two agencies used different methods for tracking costs. USAID and Bechtel negotiated a fixed fee, including overhead and indirect costs, based on the value of work anticipated to be awarded to Bechtel.399 Estimates for each project included a proportionate share of these costs. For each job order, USAID and Bechtel negotiated a rough order of magnitude (ROM), estimating direct and indirect costs.400

USAID encouraged Bechtel to implement projects quickly; as a result, Bechtel sometimes began construction before the design was complete. Bechtel used many fixed-price subcontracts for equipment and labor. To measure progress, USAID and Bechtel held weekly meetings and completed a trend analysis.402
Controlling Progress and Performance of Projects: Quality Management of Construction Projects

USACE-GRD provided construction management and quality assurance (QA) for PCO. USACE also had an interagency agreement with USAID to provide construction management of USAID’s infrastructure projects. With PCO, USACE-GRD was responsible for design-build task orders with U.S. and foreign firms and direct contracts with Iraqis. Once task orders were let, GRD staff took over the responsibility for the monitoring of the projects’ progress as related to the specifications detailed in the contract, in particular the contractors’ quality control (QC) plan.

After the June 2004 transition, a SIGIR audit found that PCO issued more than 100 standard operating procedures (SOPs). Of these, “42 were related to construction and contracting quality management.” Of particular significance was the procedure that required GRD’s QA representative to maintain daily QA reports. SIGIR inspection teams found that, despite these SOPs, GRD’s ability to perform adequate QA and construction management varied.

SIGIR inspection teams traveled to various sites throughout Iraq to review the progress and quality of construction efforts. In particular, they ensured that results aligned with the contract objectives. They determined whether designs were appropriate and whether actual construction met these standards, and they assessed the QA oversight provided by the U.S. government. These inspection teams completed 42 assessments as of April 2006 and found mixed results in terms of design, execution, and oversight. In a review of these projects, results of twelve were not consistent with the contract’s original objectives, eleven were not adequately designed, and eleven did not meet the standards of the original design.
An example of a well-designed, well-constructed, and well-managed project was the Zakho Military Academy in Zakho, Iraq. A SIGIR inspection report published in April 2006 cited these reasons for the project’s success:

- **The project was well designed.** The designs were accurate, properly sequenced, compatible with “existing and new facilities,” and considered local materials and labor.\(^{405}\)

- **Construction met design standards.** Construction was completed with a “high level of workmanship by the contractor.”\(^{406}\) The USACE project engineer and QA representative lived on site and were actively engaged in day-to-day activities.\(^{407}\)

- **QC and QA plans and programs were detailed and effective.** The plan was detailed, and the contractor provided daily QC reports. USACE maintained daily progress reports and monitored the contractor’s quality plan.\(^{408}\)

USACE failed to provide adequate oversight of other construction projects. For example, at the aviation base building in Kirkuk, construction deficiencies were not “identified and corrected before sign-off and turnover to the Iraqi Air Force.”\(^{409}\) The oversight of the Ninewa Village Roads Segment 3 project had poorly designed plans. According to a SIGIR assessment, “there appeared to be limited coordination between the GRD-North District and PCO as to who had responsibility for design….”\(^{410}\)

GRD-North was not aware that the State Commission for Roads and Bridges provided designs to the contractors. PCO, however, knew of this process.\(^{411}\) On the same project, the QC plan was not adequate. “The contractor’s quality control (CQC) plan submitted by the contractor consisted of five lines in an email message.”\(^{412}\) It was unclear whether it was approved, and the CQC reports are incomplete.\(^{413}\)
In some cases, contractors who were required to submit a QC plan did so, but did not follow it. In other instances, contractors did not even submit a plan. The government’s QA program can mitigate poor construction, and improvements can be made with proper oversight. However, the U.S. government did not consistently apply QA of reconstruction projects in Iraq. Instead, some border posts did not have proper security fences. A teaching hospital’s roof leaked, and several police stations’ renovated walls were cracked and peeling. Other common deficiencies were found in plumbing, electrical, and finishing work associated with new and renovated buildings.

Another issue that affected the quality of some construction projects was the disconnect between Iraq’s standard construction procedures and internationally accepted guidelines. In the case of the Baghdad Police Academy, according to SIGIR reports, an Iraqi subcontractor used cement joints to seal wastewater pipes, a practice used by Iraqi construction companies, but not an international standard. These cement joints leaked, causing major interior damage to the police facilities. Concerns were raised about health hazards within the building, because wastewater leaked through floors, ran down walls, and filled ceiling lights. In addition, there were structural issues with the buildings themselves, including foundation cracks, and honeycombing problems in the concrete. As a result of the substantial repairs required to fix these problems, some of the planned construction for this $72.75 million project was canceled.414

**Controlling Progress and Performance of Projects: Contract Administration and Documentation**

Measuring performance and cost and providing QC are critical components of monitoring a project’s progress. The information
gathered during these QC reviews often led to adjustments to scope, cost, and/or schedule, which then triggered a change to a contract. But USAID and PCO did not always make timely, responsive contract modifications, affecting the government’s ability to adequately oversee and control contractors.

In USAID’s health sector, an audit by the USAID Office of Inspector General (OIG) found that 60% of the activities “did not achieve their intended outputs.” The audit found that the contractor did not properly manage the contract and that staff in Iraq did not always respond to contractor requests in a timely fashion. The audit made a recommendation to ameliorate this problem.

In response, USAID clarified the process for modifying contract SOWs and emphasized the importance of doing so “prior to implementation of changes by the contractor and within a reasonable timeframe of notification of the requirement for a change.” A 2004 USAID OIG audit of the economic reform program found that USAID staff in Iraq needed to improve recordkeeping procedures and revise their reporting requirements. USAID/Iraq staff used “an informal recordkeeping system” (e-mail correspondence, for example). Actions were taken on both of these recommendations.

However, a 2006 USAID OIG report found similar weaknesses, partly “because of the high turnover of the Cognizant Technical Officers (CTO).”

In its infrastructure sector, USAID OIG concluded that “the mission’s management controls related to the infrastructure reconstruction and rehabilitation projects are in need of improvement.” As a result, USAID OIG recommended that USAID establish procedures to ensure that each job order includes an environmental review, a specific plan, a process for handling excess charges, and closeout procedures. A May 24, 2004 letter from the mission director to
USAID OIG noted that actions had been taken in response to these recommendations. DoS and PCO-GRD also did not always respond to contract requests in a suitable timeframe. Under PCO-GRD, the construction of the primary healthcare centers illustrates the importance of diligent contract oversight and proper documentation. Poor contract administration of a DoS contract “resulted in millions of dollars put at unnecessary risk, and property that can not be accounted for that was acquired…”

Contract documentation and data continued to be an issue throughout the reconstruction effort. In a review of selected projects, SIGIR found that PCO could not provide a task order worth more than $2 million and data in IRMS, which utilizes information that is stored in CEFMS and other financial and contract systems, was inaccurate for eleven projects surveyed. In another instance, GRD-PCO was unable to provide the SOW for a hospital project, and a data-entry error in IRMS misstated the project’s value.

Controlling Progress and Performance: Rewarding Performance

In a January 2004 presentation to potential bidders of design-build contracts, PMO described the proposed award fees. Contractors would receive monthly feedback, but would receive an award-fee determination every six months. Sixty percent would be based on technical performance, and 40% would be based on management, including the use of local subcontractors. A contractor’s base fee would be 3%, but each contractor could be eligible for up to an additional 12%, based on performance.
To determine these awards, PCO established an Award Fee Evaluation Board and created policies and procedures. However, these policies and procedures were not consistently followed. Evaluation criteria were subjective, contract files were incomplete, and monthly assessments were not regularly performed. A SIGIR audit concluded that “the effect of stated evaluation criteria without established definable metrics could result in over-inflated contractor performance evaluations.” In response, on July 25, 2005, JCC-I published a memo outlining the Award Fee Board Policy. The policy highlights these important components of the award fee:

- The contractor earns an award fee by performing the work requirements as stated in the contract and by excelling in the areas specified in the award-fee process—not by doing what the program manager or other government personnel may want of the contractor on a particular day.
- The contractor begins each evaluation period with 0% of the available award fee. Contractors do not begin with 100% of the available fee and have deductions withdrawn to arrive at the evaluated fee.

In addition, a JCC-I official told SIGIR that award-fee officials had received training, and the award-fee process was monitored more closely.

Managers debated the appropriate amounts of award fees. Some argued for more “penalties for poor performance and rewards for desired performance.” This was especially true for completion dates. Missing agreed-on completion dates would cause additional costs. Balancing the risks assumed by the contractor and the government was an additional challenge. The lack of clarity on this
issue resulted in the government having responsibility for some cost increases—not the contractor.433

Closing: Capacity Building and Transfer to Iraqis
Although capacity development was a component of the IRRF 2 supplemental legislation, PCO did not formally begin to address capacity development until late 2004. Two important decisions—first to transfer sovereignty to Iraqis on June 30, 2004 and second, to move responsibility for the reconstruction program from DoD to DoS—disrupted operations and delayed the integration of capacity development in the overall program management plan.434

In August 2004, PCO began developing the “Iraq Capacity Development PCO Management and Interface Plan,” which the PCO Director formally approved in December 2004. This plan outlined a five-level approach to capacity development:

- Level One: Policy
- Level Two: Laws and Regulations
- Level Three: Inter-organizational
- Level Four: Iraqi Ministries
- Level Five: Infrastructure

PCO realized that the success of IRRF 2 infrastructure projects hinged on the support of the Iraqi government and every U.S. agency involved in Iraq reconstruction. Regulations, budgets, ministerial systems and processes, and training in operations and maintenance were each a necessary and critical component of the successful operation of any facility.

Throughout early 2005, PCO briefed agencies, think tanks, congressional staff, and contractors on its five-level framework to
improve awareness and gain support. Significantly, PCO worked with other agencies to develop its capacity framework into the “Sustainability Program Transition Plan.” This plan was signed in September 2006.

Within the five levels outlined in PCO’s framework, capacity-building efforts in Iraq can be further categorized into three broad areas relating to program and project management:

- **Operations and Maintenance**: providing technical training and ensuring the financing needed to sustain infrastructure projects funded by the IRRF 2 and DFI
- **Management Skills**: strengthening techniques necessary to administer programs, such as financial management, contract administration, leadership, and program management
- **Vendor Base**: building the capacity of Iraqi and regional contractors to bid for and manage U.S.-funded contracts

**OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE**

USAID was the first entity to focus on providing training to Iraqis to ensure the long-term sustainability of infrastructure projects. Operations and Maintenance (O&M) was a component of every task order awarded for infrastructure work, but processes were initially ad hoc. By the summer of 2004, program managers recognized the need for a more formal process for training and transferring projects to Iraqis. This was partially because some of the “initial Bechtel projects began to fail because the Iraqis could not operate or maintain them.”

In the summer of 2003, USAID issued two job orders specifically focused on O&M. One worked with the Ministry of Electricity to “provide technical, procurement, cost, and schedule assistance in planning and preparing for the winter 2003 and spring and fall 2004
major generating unit overhaul outages to restore existing installed
geneneration to reliable operation.” The second O&M job order
provided technical support for the “day-to-day operations and main-
tenance to improve plant performance.” A third O&M-focused
job order was issued in March of 2004, and was initially assigned “to
provide a program of in-plant mentoring and training at the grass-
roots level in the 19 existing Ministry of Electricity power plants
across Iraq.”

As stated above, PCO formally began its capacity-development
program in August 2004, when it initiated the “Iraq Capacity Devel-
opment PCO Management and Interface Plan.” In the fall of 2004,
PCO awarded a contract that specifically focused on capacity devel-
opment. In December 2004, the PCO director approved the PCO
plan, which focused on infrastructure O&M. Throughout early 2005,
PCO took additional steps to improve its capacity-development
program. These included the establishment of standard operating
procedures, which were approved in February 2005.

By May 2005, it became clear that additional efforts would be
needed to ensure that Iraqis would be able to sustain projects, espe-
cially in the electricity and water and sanitation sectors. At this time,
an interagency group formed to focus on these issues. The group
reported that “a number of critical infrastructure facilities con-
structed or rehabilitated under U.S. funding have failed, will fail, or
will operate in sub-optimized conditions following handover to the
Iraqis.” To mitigate anticipated problems, the group recommended
that support be provided to Iraqis for up to one year, increased from
90 days, after project transfer.

Recently, DoS has developed a cost-sharing program with the
Iraqi government for sustainment of U.S.-funded power plants, a
portion of which will include O&M capacity building. In addition,
PCO reports that since July 2005, eight additional interagency working groups, task forces, or committees have been formed to focus on capacity-development issues.\textsuperscript{448}

In January 2006, a SIGIR audit outlined concerns about the process used to transfer assets to the Iraqis. SIGIR found that the processes in place were geared more toward transfer at the local level and “do not address the information needs of the Government of Iraq and the Iraqi ministries responsible for planning the integration and sustainment of completed projects.”\textsuperscript{449} However, two initiatives are underway to mitigate problems highlighted in the audit:

- \textit{The Information Technology Working Group} focuses on gathering all project asset information into a single database.
- \textit{The Asset Recognition and Transfer Team Working Group} is developing common policies and processes to facilitate the transfer of assets to the Iraqi government. (This group merged with the Sustainability Working Group and is now called the Asset Recognition, Transfer, and Sustainability Group.)

**MANAGEMENT SKILLS**

Initial efforts to provide O&M training to Iraqis revealed an apparently unforeseen need to develop the capacity of Iraqi staff tasked with overseeing U.S.-funded reconstruction projects. Many of these Iraqis had not been trained in budgeting, managing systems, scheduling repairs, or advanced planning. They also needed leadership, direction, and support from managers and ministry staff to ensure the sustainment of an integrated program or system of facilities. One SIGIR interviewee categorized this need as one for “operations and maintenance at the ministerial level.”\textsuperscript{450}

By March 2005, PCO recognized this need and expanded capacity-building efforts beyond O&M to include training
ministerial staff in business systems, human resources, and “other administrative functions necessary to the successful operation and sustainability of completed infrastructure facilities.”451 PCO modified the sector program management contracts to include increased emphasis on ministerial training.

In its January 2006 Section 2207 Report, DoS announced that it had created a new project code for “ministerial capacity” and re-allocated funds to support this work. These funds would be used for “maximizing the relationship between the Mission’s Senior Consultants and the Ministerial Assistance Teams and the Ministries to focus on sustainability as a core mission of the Ministry, supporting core skills development training in the areas of operations and maintenance budgeting, and focusing on Asset Recognition and Transfer (ART) capabilities.”452 At least three working groups were established to build the capacity of the ministries:

- public-sector working group
- capacity-development working group
- ministerial-assistance-team working group

**VENDOR BASE**

The involvement of Iraqi vendors varied at the beginning of the reconstruction effort. Although hiring local subcontractors was a priority in summer 2003, building the capacity of these firms took time.

Another issue involved women-owned companies. As of June 2005, only one women-owned Iraqi firm was involved in the reconstruction effort. To encourage greater participation of Iraqi women in the reconstruction program, PCO joined with GRD and JCC-I to develop a program of networking sessions, training, and general marketing to Iraqi businesswomen, in addition to providing incen-
tives to contractors to hire women-owned firms for subcontracting work. As of February 2006, 220 women-owned Iraqi firms were carrying out work under the IRRF 2 reconstruction program.453

In January 2005, PCO established the Subcontracting Excellence and Capacity Development Database, which tracks the number of subcontractors hired by the design-build contractors and the number of capacity development activities sponsored by the design-build contractors.

Provincial Reconstruction Teams

The Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRTs) exemplify another shift in the way reconstruction projects are implemented and managed. PRTs are joint civilian-military bodies focused on coordinating reconstruction efforts—related to infrastructure and non-infrastructure—and acting as the primary interface with the U.S. government in provinces throughout Iraq. In October 2005, the U.S. Embassy-Iraq and Multi-National Force-Iraq (MNF-I) jointly issued Cable 4045 establishing the PRTs. In November 2005, PRTs were created in Mosul, Kirkuk, and Hilla. To date, ten PRTs are operating throughout Iraq.

DoS’s stated goals for the PRTs are to “develop a transparent and sustained capability to govern, promoting increased security and rule of law, promoting political and economic development and providing provincial administration necessary to meet the basic needs of the population.”454 The PRTs report to the National Coordination Team, which works through the U.S. Embassy in Iraq, and receives strategy guidance through the Executive Steering Committee. PRTs are planned to have staff of up to 100 people, depending on needs in the province, who will be provided by the military, DoS, USAID, GRD-PCO, and others.455
Although a similar model is used in Afghanistan, “there is little formal doctrine, military or civilian, on PRTs/PRDCs or their function.” A recent House Committee on Appropriations report stated that:

> it will be critical for the chief of mission to provide detailed guidance on their functions in Iraq... it should be clear that PRTs—under the guidance of the chief of mission—are the agent for the management, auditing, and coordination of all U.S. government reconstruction funds available in the region, including civilian agency funds and military reconstruction funds such as the Commander’s Emergency Response Program and the Commanders Humanitarian Relief and Reconstruction Program.

The Committee recommended $622 million in funding for the program, of which a portion would be allocated from IRRF 2. However, before spending these funds the Committee required that DoS provide:

1. the formal assessment completed by the U.S. embassy and military command in Iraq of the initial performance of the first three demonstration PRT projects;
2. a complete program plan, including total cost and staffing requirements of the PRTs/PRDCs program in Iraq;
3. the official implementing guidance that incorporates the recommendations cited above in this report; and
4. a plan to transition PRTs/PRDCs in Iraq by the end of FY 2007.

On October 23, 2006, DoS submitted this report to the Congress.

An October 2006 SIGIR audit noted that the PRTs face several challenges, including security, inadequate resources, and unresolved roles and responsibilities, especially regarding civilian and military integration.
The lessons learned while managing the Iraq reconstruction program during the last three years—including the need for sufficient oversight, clear roles and responsibilities, adequate policies and systems, and coordination—can and should be applied to this new approach for managing Iraq reconstruction.
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